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Session 1: Word List
illustrate v. to provide pictures, photographs, diagrams, etc. in a

book or something for explanation
synonym : demonstrate, explain, exemplify

(1) illustrate a key point, (2) illustrate a story

The company's financial records illustrate how successful it
has been.

reinvent v. to change something so drastically that it looks to be
completely new

synonym : recreate, remake, revive

(1) reinvent local dishes, (2) reinvent our life

They have tried to reinvent their grocery stores.

sophomore n. a student in their second year of college or high school;
used more broadly to refer to someone who is
experienced in a particular activity or field

synonym : second-year student, junior, apprentice

(1) sophomore in high school, (2) sophomore slump

The university student was now a sophomore, having
completed their first year of studies.

faint adj. not strong, clear, or vigorous; slight or weak
synonym : slight, vague, soft
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(1) faint memory, (2) faint aroma of roses

She heard a faint, nearly invisible scream.

alcohol n. a clear liquid that can make people drunk and is used in
medicines, cleaning products, etc.

synonym : booze, liquor, ethanol

(1) stop drinking alcohol, (2) diluted alcohol

There is a clear association between alcohol consumption
and cognitive decline.

involve v. to include or affect someone or something as a
necessary part of something else

synonym : implicate, include, engage

(1) involve a lot of paperwork, (2) involve a high degree of
risk

The investigation involves several government agencies and
is expected to take several months.

laboratory n. a workplace for doing scientific research or teaching
science; a lab

synonym : lab, workshop, testing room

(1) laboratory accident, (2) anthropology laboratory

Animal protection groups call for an end to animal testing in a
laboratory.

kidney n. either of a pair of small organs in the body that filter
waste products, especially urea, from the blood and
excrete them and water in urine

(1) an artificial kidney, (2) chronic kidney disease

The surgeon removed the healthy kidney from the donor.

tribulate v. to cause someone to undergo severe hardship or
distress; to afflict; to troubles; to suffer

synonym : afflict, trouble, suffer

(1) was tribulated by war, (2) tribulate villagers

She had to tribulate through many difficulties to achieve her
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goal.

clash n. a fight or argument between two groups of people; a
loud noise caused by striking against something

synonym : blow, conflict, disagreement

(1) a clash of viewpoints, (2) a clash between the two task
forces

Her dress was a disturbing clash of colors.

medical adj. relating to the treatment of illness or injuries; relating to
the practice of medicine

synonym : health, disease, treatment

(1) a medical opinion, (2) temporary medical treatment

The medical team worked quickly to save the patient's life.

ultrasound n. higher frequency sound than humans can hear

(1) ultrasound meter, (2) ultrasound scan

An ultrasound scan showed that the baby was a girl.

diagnose v. to determine or distinguish the nature of a problem or an
illness through a careful analysis

synonym : identify, analyze, interpret

(1) diagnose the problem, (2) diagnose with CT scans

This device is used to diagnose brain cancer and other
tumors.

disease n. a disorder or illness that affects the body or mind, often
characterized by specific symptoms or abnormal
functioning of organs or systems

synonym : illness, ailment, affliction

(1) disease prevention, (2) disease control

The doctor diagnosed him with a rare disease that had no
known cure.

destroy v. to ruin or damage severely or completely; to eradicate or
eliminate completely

synonym : demolish, ruin, obliterate
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(1) destroy the ecosystem, (2) destroyed evidence

The building was destroyed in the fire and had to be rebuilt.

eventually adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a lot of struggle,
complications, and so on

synonym : finally, someday, ultimately

(1) eventually become obsolete, (2) eventually succeed

The corporation eventually dominated the entire tobacco
business.

cancer n. abnormal growth of cells that can invade and destroy
surrounding tissues and organs; a disease characterized
by the uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal cells

synonym : tumor, carcinoma, malignancy

(1) cancer diagnosis, (2) cancer research

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer in women.

immune adj. protected against a particular disease or toxin due to the
presence of specific antibodies or sensitized white blood
cells

synonym : resistant, unsusceptible, unaffected

(1) immune from criminal prosecution, (2) the cell of the
immune system

The vaccination does not necessarily make you completely
immune.

eligible adj. having the required qualities or satisfying the necessary
criteria

synonym : qualified, suitable, acceptable

(1) eligible candidates, (2) eligible for a refund

All those eligible will receive a substantial amount of money.

transplant v. to move or transfer something from one place or person
to another; to take living tissue or an organ from one
person, animal, part of the body, etc. and put it into or
onto another

synonym : relocate, emigrate, graft
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(1) transplant a heart, (2) transplant my family to America

He tried to transplant the seedling into a larger pot.

gravity n. the force that attracts a body towards the center of the
earth or towards any other physical body having mass; a
manner that is solemn

synonym : heaviness, attraction, weight

(1) the attraction of gravity, (2) preserve my gravity

The astronaut felt weightless in space due to the absence of
gravity.

doomsday n. the last day of the world when Christians believe that
God will judge everyone; an unpleasant or disastrous
event

synonym : Day of Judgment, Last Judgement

(1) doomsday scenario, (2) economic doomsday

This task is going to take me till doomsday.

immediately adv. now or without delay
synonym : directly, instantly, promptly

(1) immediately recall a product, (2) write him an answer
immediately

A suspension order from the court is effective immediately.

patient n. a person who is receiving medical treatment, care, or
attention from a healthcare professional, such as a
doctor, nurse, or therapist; a personal quality or
characteristic

synonym : client, recipient, subject

(1) patient in the hospital, (2) patient with weight loss

The doctor carefully examined the patient's medical history.

schedule n. a list of planned activities, tasks, or things that must be
completed showing when they are intended to happen
or be done

synonym : agenda, program, itinerary

(1) a heavy schedule, (2) arrange my schedule
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So far, the meeting is going according to schedule.

grab v. to take hold of something or someone suddenly with a
hand, especially in a violent way

synonym : clutch, snatch, grasp

(1) grab an audience, (2) grab an opportunity

Shall we grab a bite to eat?

bunch n. a grouping of several similar things which are growing or
fastened together

synonym : group, assemblage, bundle

(1) a bunch of trees, (2) a bunch of schoolgirls

One bad apple spoils the whole bunch.

normally adv. usually; under normal conditions
synonym : commonly, generally, naturally

(1) complete normally, (2) not normally drink much

I don't normally take a vacation in the middle of summer.

proclamation n. an official announcement or statement
synonym : announcement, declamation, edict

(1) proclamation of innocence, (2) nullify a proclamation

The king made a proclamation declaring war on the
neighboring country.

miracle n. an act or occurrence that is not explicable by natural or
scientific laws and is therefore believed to be caused by
God

synonym : wonder, marvel, phenomenon

(1) miracle person, (2) economic miracle

The doctors said that her recovery was a miracle.

flaw n. a fault, mistake, or weakness that causes something not
to be perfect

synonym : defect, fault, imperfection

(1) a minor flaw, (2) the flaw in the legislation
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Even the slightest design flaw in an aircraft can lead to a fatal
accident.

clinic n. a building or hospital department where people can go
for medical care or advice, especially of a particular
condition

synonym : hospital, infirmary

(1) visit to the veterinary clinic, (2) a dental clinic

She holds a clinic on Tuesday mornings.

specialize v. to become an expert in a specific career field, study, or
business

synonym : narrow down, particularize

(1) specialize in child care, (2) specialize in market
research

The restaurant has chefs who specialize in beef.

guesswork n. the act or process of making an estimate or speculation
based on incomplete or uncertain information;
conjecture or supposition

synonym : speculation, conjecture, estimation

(1) pure guesswork, (2) rely on guesswork

Making decisions based on guesswork can lead to costly
mistakes.

cocktail n. a drink, usually an alcoholic one, made by mixing one or
more spirits (= strong alcoholic drinks) and fruit juice; an
appetizer served as a first course at a meal

synonym : appetizer, beverage

(1) a light cocktail, (2) cocktail of chemicals

We invited some friends for a cocktail party.

sustainable adj. able to continue or be continued for a long time
synonym : continuable, endurable, tolerable

(1) sustainable alternative fuel, (2) principles of
sustainable development

The government should do more to support environmentally
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sustainable agriculture.

affordable adj. not expensive and able to pay
synonym : cheap, reasonable, inexpensive

(1) affordable housing, (2) affordable solution

The automaker has been providing affordable car financing
options since last year.

invention n. the creation of a new device or process resulting from
study and experimentation; the act of inventing

synonym : creation, design, innovation

(1) the invention of new techniques, (2) common invention

Necessity is the mother of invention.

entail v. to involve or require something as necessary,
particularly as a consequence of a particular situation or
action; to impose a burden or restriction on something

synonym : involve, necessitate, require

(1) entail legal consequences, (2) entail risks

The job offer entails a lot of responsibility and hard work.

attach v. to fasten, join, or connect one thing to another
synonym : fix, fasten, bind

(1) attach firmly, (2) attach a file to an e-mail

He does not attach importance to these rumors.

suppose v. to think that something is likely to be actual or possible
synonym : guess, assume, presume

(1) suppose you're right, (2) suppose beforehand

What do you suppose the culprit's motive was?

spot n. a particular location or place; a small round or roundish
area, differing in color or feels from the surface around it

synonym : dot, mark, place

(1) beauty spot, (2) a spot on his honor

This remote spot is rarely visited.
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wardrobe n. a collection or set of clothing, especially for a particular
occasion or purpose; a piece of furniture designed for
storing clothes or personal belongings

synonym : clothing, attire, closet

(1) walk-in wardrobe, (2) minimalist wardrobe

Her wardrobe selection included several pieces from
high-end designer brands.

malfunction v. to fail to operate or work properly; to break down or stop
functioning as expected or intended; (noun) a failure or
defect in the way a machine, system, or device is
supposed to operate

synonym : misfunction, break down, fail

(1) malfunction alarm, (2) malfunction and start moving
unpredictably

The car's engine malfunctioned on the highway, so we had
to call for a tow truck.

belt v. to sing loudly and forcefully; to hit someone or
something hard; (noun) a strip of leather or other
material worn to tie or buckle something around the
body

synonym : sing, hit hard, (noun) strap

(1) belt him in the face, (2) leather belt

The band was belting out old songs in response to audience
requests.

row n. an arrangement of objects or people side by side in a
line; (verb) to propel a boat through the water using oars

synonym : line, sequence, layer

(1) criminal on death row, (2) a row of cherry trees

He was the leader of the demonstrators and spoke out
against the war in the front row.

device n. a piece of equipment, tool, or technology that serves a
particular purpose or function, often mechanical or
electronic

synonym :
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gadget, instrument, tool

(1) electronic device, (2) tracking device

I always carry a backup device in case my phone runs out of
battery.

smartphone n. a mobile phone that functions as a computer and
connects to the Internet

(1) smartphone app developer, (2) smartphone addict

Internet traffic volumes have increased significantly with the
advent of smartphones.

tablet n. a small flat electronic device used for browsing the
internet, reading, writing, or playing games; a small,
solid pill of medicine

synonym : notepad, pill, medication

(1) a multivitamin tablet, (2) tablet keyboard

The new tablet device has a faster processor and better
graphics than its predecessor.

approve v. to think that someone or something is favorable,
acceptable, or appropriate; to officially accept a plan,
request, etc.

synonym : accept, authorize, agree

(1) approve a measures, (2) unanimously approve a
resolution

My boss wouldn't approve of the plan.

concept n. an idea or principle associated with something abstract
synonym : idea, notion, vision

(1) learn new concepts, (2) concept car

One such rapidly growing concept is quantum cryptography.

demonstrate v. to display something or give an exhibition to an
interested audience

synonym : show, illustrate, display

(1) demonstrate a difference, (2) demonstrate mastery
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How can you demonstrate that the earth is a sphere?

gel n. a semi-solid substance, often transparent or translucent,
that is used in various products from personal care to
food to medicine, and which typically consists of a
gelling agent that thickens the liquid

synonym : jelly, goo, paste

(1) gel nail polish, (2) antibacterial gel

I must use hair gel to style my hair for the job interview.

nervous adj. worried and anxious about something; relating to the
nerves

synonym : neural, anxious, uneasy

(1) development of the nervous system, (2) get nervous

He suffers from nervous breakdowns.

introduction n. a preliminary explanation or remarks given before the
start of a text, performance, or event; the act of bringing
something new into existence or introducing something
to a wider audience or new market

synonym : initiation, preamble, prologue

(1) introduction education, (2) self- introduction

The introduction to the new class was informative and
engaging.

legacy n. something that is handed down from an earlier
generation or time, often something that has had a
significant impact on subsequent generations; a bequest
made by a person in their will, often money or property

synonym : inheritance, bequest, estate

(1) financial legacy, (2) cultural legacy

Her legacy as a philanthropist will live on for generations to
come.

scan v. to examine something hastily, with the eyes or with a
machine, to get information

synonym : look over, scrutinize, browse
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(1) scan the face of the man, (2) scan a document into PDF

She stood on the podium and scanned an audience.

bleach v. to remove color or stains, whiten, or sterilize using a
solution of chemicals or other substances, such as
bleach

synonym : whiten, lighten, blanch

(1) bleach stains, (2) bleach hair

I need to bleach this shirt to remove the stains.

belly n. the front part of the body below the chest, containing the
stomach and bowels; the rounded or curved part of an
object, such as a ship or aircraft

synonym : stomach, abdomen, gut

(1) the belly of the ship, (2) with an empty belly

She had a tattoo just above her belly button.

develop v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine through a
process of progress and refinement, often to achieve
greater sophistication or complexity; to elaborate or add
detail to something that is in the process of being
created

synonym : evolve, progress, advance

(1) develop a strategy, (2) develop a skill

We must develop a new system to streamline our workflow
and increase efficiency.

fluid n. a substance that can flow and is not solid
synonym : liquid, aqua, sap

(1) plenty of fluids, (2) fluid assets

She was diagnosed with a fluid buildup in her lungs.

mischief n. playful, minor actions or behavior intended to cause
harm, trouble, or annoyance; mischievous behavior that
is not intended to cause harm or damage

synonym : impishness, malice, prank

(1) playful mischief, (2) malicious mischief
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The dog's mischief led to the destruction of the living room
furniture.

opportune adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or
convenient for a particular purpose

synonym : suitable, timely, practical

(1) opportune occasion, (2) an opportune remark

The phone rang at the most opportune time.

biopsy n. the process of removing and examining tissue from the
body of the sick person to determine the existence or
cause of a disease

synonym : examination, autopsy

(1) biopsy of bone marrow, (2) liquid biopsy

The doctor performed an excisional breast biopsy.

disrupt v. to prevent or stop something, especially an event,
activity, or process, from continuing in the usual way by
causing a problem or disturbance

synonym : interrupt, disturb, break into

(1) disrupt a well-ordered condition, (2) disrupt sleep

I'm so sorry to disrupt you when you're pretty busy.

analytical adj. relating to or using analysis (= the process of breaking
down a complex system or concept into smaller, simpler
parts to understand it better), or able to analyze

synonym : investigative, logical, cogent

(1) analytical approach, (2) analytical ability

He is analytical and can break down complex problems into
manageable parts.

interaction n. the act of connecting with someone, mainly when
working, playing, or spending time with them

synonym : dealings, exchange, relations

(1) the interaction between man and his environment, 
(2) interaction among human beings

The interaction of the two groups is good for brainstorming.
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tether v. to tie or secure an animal, person, or object with a rope,
chain, or other similar devices to prevent it from moving
too far away; (noun) a rope or chain used to tie up or
restrain an animal, such as a horse or dog

synonym : tie, fasten, secure

(1) tether a horse, (2) tether strap

The hiker tethered their dog to a tree while they camped for
the night.

clinician n. a practitioner, especially of medicine or psychology, who
has direct contact with patients

synonym : psychiatrist, therapist, doctor

(1) experienced clinician, (2) from a clinician's perspective

Some clinicians believe that psychological characteristics
alone may cause mental disorders.

mortar n. a mixture of cement, sand, and water used for binding
building materials together; a heavy, deep bowl used to
pound or grind substances

synonym : howitzer, cement mixer, masonry tool

(1) mortar joints, (2) apply mortar

The bricklayer started on the second course of bricks, laying
them in fresh mortar.

superbug n. a strain of bacteria that is resistant to multiple types of
antibiotics, making it difficult or impossible to treat with
traditional medications

synonym : super bacteria, antibiotic-resistant bacteria

(1) superbug outbreak, (2) superbug infection

The hospital is battling a superbug that is resistant to
antibiotics.

acquire v. to buy or obtain something such as an asset, object,
knowledge, etc., for oneself

synonym : attain, earn, catch

(1) acquire knowledge, (2) acquire a new company

Children acquire language at a fantastic rate.
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infection n. a condition in which pathogenic microorganisms or
viruses have entered the body

synonym : contagion, disease, transmission

(1) a bacterial infection, (2) treat the infection with
antibiotics

Hospitals must meet various standards to prevent nosocomial
infections.

brick n. a rectangular block of baked clay used as a building
material

synonym : block, tile, paver

(1) brick wall, (2) dressed brick

The wall was made of hard bricks that had been used for
centuries.

afford v. to have enough money or time to be able to buy or do
something

(1) afford to buy a new car, (2) afford a high travel cost

He cannot afford a holiday.

grade n. a particular level of quality, size, importance, etc.
synonym : score, rate, degree

(1) boys in the twelfth grade, (2) students at all grade levels

Departments may set requirements for a higher grade point
average.

elbow n. the joint between the upper arm and the lower arm; the
bend in a pipe or tube formed at this joint

synonym : joint, bend, cubitus

(1) elbow bone, (2) elbow-length sleeves

She bruised her elbow after falling off her bike.

surgery n. medical treatment of injuries or diseases involving an
incision with instruments and often removing or
replacing some parts of the body; the branch of medical
science that treats disease or injury by operative
procedures
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synonym : operation, (medical) procedure

(1) cardiac surgery, (2) the professor of surgery

He had undergone heart surgery years before.

recover v. to return to a former condition, health, mind, or strength
synonym : come back, convalesce, heal

(1) recover a loss, (2) recover approval ratings

She is still recovering from a shot to her shoulder.

sore adj. painful or sensitive to the touch; inflamed or irritated;
feeling deep distress, grief, or regret

synonym : aching, tender, angered

(1) sore throat, (2) sore back

After the workout, my muscles were sore and achy.

infect v. to affect a person, an animal, or a plant with a
disease-causing organism

synonym : pollute, contaminate, affect

(1) infect other animal species, (2) infect a computer with a
virus

Children often infect parents with this head cold.

antibiotic n. a substance or drug that kills or slows down the growth
of bacteria

synonym : antimicrobial, chemotherapeutic, germicide

(1) antibiotic resistance, (2) antibiotic allergy

He has been prescribed an antibiotic to treat his infection.

allergic adj. having or caused by an allergy
synonym : hypersensitive, supersensitive, susceptible

(1) allergic children, (2) allergic to pollen

The infection triggered a high fever and allergic reactions.

default v. to fail to fulfill an obligation or pay a debt when it is due;
to fail to meet expectations or perform as required; to
choose or accept a predetermined option or condition
without making a deliberate selection or choice; (noun)
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the pre-set or automatic settings that a system or
program uses when the user has selected no other
options

synonym : fail, neglect, omit

(1) default settings, (2) default on the mortgage

If you don't specify a different option, the computer will
default to its original settings.

array n. a large group or collection of things or people, especially
one that is impressive or attractive

synonym : collection, display, batch

(1) a two-dimensional array, (2) an array of troops

The customer on the Internet has to choose one from a
formidable array of products.

vital adj. necessary for the success or continued existence of
something

synonym : critical, crucial, invigorating

(1) play a vital role, (2) vital for a healthy society

Perseverance and optimism are vital to success.

monitor v. to observe, check, and track the progress or quality of
something over a period of time

synonym : proctor, check, observe

(1) monitor an exam, (2) monitor the data carefully

They used a special receiver to monitor police radio
channels.

implant v. to insert or fix an artificial device in a person's body; to
put an idea, attitude, etc., firmly in the mind

synonym : insert, fix, place

(1) implant genes in the animals, (2) implant into the uterus

The doctor will implant a pacemaker to regulate his heart
rate.
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chemistry n. the branch of the natural sciences dealing with the
composition of substances and their properties and
reactions

(1) professor of chemistry, (2) the chemistry of soil

He is familiar with chemistry and biology.

protein n. a molecule made up of a long chain of amino acids,
which is essential for the structure and function of the
body's tissues

(1) stress protein, (2) protein synthesis

The body needs a certain amount of protein to build and
repair tissues.

software n. a set of computer programs and associated
documentation and data for doing particular
computational jobs

synonym : program, system, operating system

(1) software architect, (2) copyrighted software

The company specializes in both hardware and software.

process n. a series of actions or operations performed to achieve a
particular outcome or goal; a systematic procedure or
approach used to accomplish a specific task or
objective; a method of treating milk to make it suitable
for consumption or use in other dairy products

synonym : procedure, method, system

(1) process improvement, (2) decision-making process

The process for applying for a visa can be lengthy and
complicated.

interact v. to communicate or react with somebody
synonym : cooperate, combine, collaborate

(1) interact directly with customers, (2) interact with one
another

He should interact more with his colleagues.
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paradigm n. a standard or typical example of something; a pattern or
model

synonym : example, standard, epitome

(1) major paradigm shift, (2) cultural paradigm

He postulated a completely different paradigm to explain all
these phenomena.

isolate v. to physically or socially separate someone or something
from other people or things

synonym : separate, sequester, insulate

(1) isolate a compound, (2) isolate a patient

You should not isolate them from the community.

multidisciplinary adj. integrating or involving various academic fields or
different skills in a topic or problem-solving approach

synonym : integrative, interdisciplinary

(1) multidisciplinary project, (2) multidisciplinary analysis

He adopted a multidisciplinary research approach to
unravel complex phenomena.

uncoordinated adj. lacking coordination or control; awkward or clumsy
synonym : awkward, clumsy, ungainly

(1) an uncoordinated toddler, (2) in an uncoordinated
fashion

The uncoordinated movements of the robot made it difficult
to complete the task.

communicate v. to share or exchange information with others by
speaking, writing, moving your body, or using other
signals

synonym : convey, share, transmit

(1) communicate his anxieties to the psychiatrist, 
(2) communicate well with my advisor

Dolphins use sound to communicate with each other.

coordination n. the act of making all the people involved in a plan or
activity work together effectively; the ability to control
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different parts of the body effectively
synonym : cooperation, teamwork, collaboration

(1) data coordination, (2) loss of muscle coordination

Synchronized swimming needs close coordination between
six performers.

scare v. to frighten a person or animal, or to become frightened
synonym : frighten, spook, intimidate

(1) scare off her attacker by screaming, (2) scare the birds
away

We hit the ground to scare out the rabbits.

graduate n. a person who has a first degree from university or
college; (verb) to complete the first course of university
or college and get a degree

synonym : alumna, alum, grad

(1) graduate degree program, (2) honor graduate

Many employers hire graduate trainees to train as managers.

suddenly adv. quickly and unexpectedly
synonym : abruptly, unexpectedly, unawares

(1) suddenly attacked by an enemy, (2) die suddenly

Who answers suddenly knows little.

palpitation n. a rapid, irregular, or forceful beating of the heart; a
sensation of the heart beating abnormally or irregularly

synonym : flutter, pulsation, throb

(1) irregular palpitation, (2) anxiety palpitations

She experienced palpitations and had to go to the hospital
for tests.

scary adj. causing fear or fright; frightening; intimidating
synonym : terrifying, frightening, alarming

(1) scary dream, (2) scary story

The horror movie was so scary that I couldn't watch it alone.
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nurse n. a healthcare professional who is trained to provide care
for the sick or injured; (verb) to try to cure by special
care or treatment of an illness or injury

synonym : healthcare worker, caregiver, medic

(1) nurse practitioner, (2) a volunteer nurse

The night shift nurse checked my vital signs before
administering the medication.

med adj. (short for medical) relating to the field of medicine, which
is concerned with the diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention of diseases and disorders; (short for
medication) a substance or drug that is used to treat a
medical condition or alleviate symptoms

synonym : medium, moderate, average

(1) med student, (2) med school

I took a med dose of pain reliever to ease my headache.

appointment n. a formal arrangement to meet someone at a particular
time and place, especially for a reason connected with
their work; the act of putting a person into a job or
position of responsibility

synonym : assignment, selection, commission

(1) appointment calendar, (2) take up an appointment

We had to reschedule the dentist's appointment.

prescribe v. (of a doctor) to advise and order the use of particular
medicine or treatment for someone, especially in writing;
to issue commands or orders for something

synonym : define, specify, stipulate

(1) prescribe a drug, (2) prescribe in the preceding
paragraph

Federal bankruptcy laws prescribed the reorganization
process.

overdose n. excessive and dangerous ingestion or application of a
drug

synonym : superfluousness, exuberance, excessiveness
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(1) overdose of alcohol, (2) opioid overdose

It would help if you refrained from an overdose of caffeine.

coordinated adj. effectively arranged or organized so that all the parts
work smoothly or systematically together

synonym : collective, unified, cooperative

(1) in a coordinated manner, (2) coordinated robot system

For greater efficiency, our efforts must be better coordinated.

frightening adj. causing fear or alarm, or very surprising and alarming
synonym : scary, terrifying, alarming

(1) cast frightening eyes, (2) frightening experience

The news of the pandemic was a frightening reminder of the
fragility of human health.

folk n. people in general, especially those of a particular group
or type

synonym : community, family, person

(1) folk art, (2) the folk songs of a particular district

Some seaweed was used as folk medicine in ancient times.

recognize v. to acknowledge or realize something or someone; to
identify, remember, or become aware of something that
was previously known or encountered

synonym : acknowledge, identify, admit

(1) recognize talent, (2) recognize achievement

It's important to recognize your strengths and weaknesses.

pharmacy n. a place where medicines are prepared and dispensed; a
drugstore or chemist's

synonym : drugstore, chemist's, apothecary

(1) pharmacy chain, (2) online pharmacy

I need to go to the hospital pharmacy to pick up my
prescription.

psychology n. the scientific study of mind and behavior
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(1) psychology experiment, (2) psychology of crowd

She had a master's degree in psychology.

nutrition n. the substances or the process that organisms take into
their bodies as food for their growth and health

synonym : alimentation, nourishment, sustenance

(1) nutrition condition, (2) nutrition intake

This food contains all the nutrition your dog requires.

counselor n. a person trained to give advice and help people deal
with personal or emotional problems

synonym : advisor, consultant, therapist

(1) counselor office, (2) admissions counselor

She is a school counselor dedicated to helping students
navigate academic and personal challenges.

insure v. to provide coverage in the event of loss or damage
synonym : protect, guard, safeguard

(1) insure my house against fire, (2) insure domestic
tranquility

I will insure my car before I go on a road trip.

hassle n. something inconvenient, annoying, or troublesome; a
difficult or irritating experience or situation

synonym : inconvenience, annoyance, nuisance

(1) travel hassle, (2) hassle about money

Buying a new car involves a lot of hassle, negotiating prices,
and trying to get a good deal.

weep v. to cry tears because of sadness, rage, or pain
synonym : cry, sob, mourn

(1) weep bitter tears, (2) weep for joy

I'm easily moved to tears, so I would weep in sympathy if I
saw that movie.
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graduated adj. having received a degree from a school, college, or
university; marked with or divided into levels or degrees

synonym : completed, finished, earned

(1) graduated taxation, (2) graduated flask

She was a graduated student of a prestigious university.

norm n. something that is regarded as usual, typical, or standard
synonym : criterion, mean, standard

(1) norm of action, (2) cultural norm

The systems we have developed has accepted as industry
norms.

offload v. to transfer the responsibility or burden of something or
someone to another person or group; to unload or
discharge goods or cargo from a vehicle or ship

synonym : unload, transfer, delegate

(1) offload the van, (2) offload freight

They offloaded the cargo from the ship to the dock.

volunteer n. a person who performs or offers to perform a job or
service without being paid for or forced to do

synonym : unpaid worker, draftee, enlistee

(1) seek volunteers, (2) my volunteer work

The teachers make full use of volunteer assistance.

communal adj. belonging to or used by a group rather than individuals;
for common use

synonym : collaborative, combined, collective

(1) communal swimming pool, (2) communal combination
of funds

Communal elections were held in several European
countries.

exchange v. to give something and receive something else in return,
often with the implication that the items being traded are
of equal or comparable value; (noun) the act of giving or
taking something in return for something else; a place or
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system where goods or services can be bought, sold, or
traded

synonym : trade, swap, interchange

(1) exchange rate, (2) exchange a few friendly words

My sister and I frequently exchange books, as we love
reading.

donate v. to give money, food, clothes, etc. to help a person or
organization

synonym : bestow, contribute, grant

(1) donate to charity, (2) donate blood to the Red Cross

Our company donates to the school endowment fund every
year.

transport n. a system for moving people or products from one
location to another using automobiles, roads, and so on

synonym : shipment, transit, conveyance

(1) transport facilities, (2) access to public transport

Enhanced rail transportation is crucial for our business.

sacred adj. connected with religion or religious purposes; worthy of
respect or dedication because of a connection with a
god

synonym : holy, inviolable, hallowed

(1) sacred music, (2) the halo of a sacred image

This space is a private office sacred to the President

romanticize v. to make something seem more attractive or appealing
than it is, especially by exaggerating or idealizing its
qualities; to view or present something in a romantic or
sentimental way

synonym : idealize, glorify, sentimentalize

(1) romanticize the past, (2) romanticize the idea of love

It is easy to romanticize a new job or opportunity, but it is
important to remain objective and realistic about the
challenges that come with it
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relic n. an object from a previous era, especially one of
historical value

synonym : whiff, vestige, antique

(1) historical relic, (2) holy relics

This bronze sword is a relic of ancient times.

improvisation n. the act of making something up on the spot or creating
or performing something without preparation

synonym : spontaneity, ad-lib, extemporization

(1) improvisation on stage, (2) jazz improvisation

He created a beautiful piece of music using only
improvisation.

clinical adj. of or relating to the examination and treatment of
patients rather than theoretical or laboratory studies

synonym : dispassionate, analytic, scientific

(1) clinical surgery, (2) participate in clinical trials

She received special clinical training at the hospital.

tuberculosis n. an infectious disease usually caused by tubercle
bacteria that can attack many parts of a person's body,
especially their lungs

(1) died of tuberculosis, (2) a medicine for tuberculosis

Tuberculosis used to be considered a fatal disease.

individual n. a single person or thing, as distinct from a group
synonym : person, being, self

(1) a private individual, (2) individual freedom

As an individual, he had the right to make his own decisions
and live his life as he saw fit.

compute v. to make a mathematical calculation
synonym : calculate

(1) compute an average score, (2) compute the value

I tried to compute the efficiency of the investment.
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analytics n. the systematic computational analysis of data or
statistics; information resulting from this analysis

synonym : data analysis, statistics

(1) major in analytics, (2) analytics tools

Advanced analytics is helping the business to make better
data-driven decisions.

predict v. to state beforehand that something will happen in the
future, mainly based on knowledge or experience

synonym : forecast, anticipate, foresee

(1) predict the future, (2) predict when she will arrive

It's notoriously challenging to predict birth rates.

magic n. beliefs and actions employed to influence supernatural
beings and forces; any art or performance that invokes
supernatural powers

synonym : fascination, illusion, wizardry

(1) a magic spell, (2) she is magic

He performed magic tricks with sophisticated moves.

experiment n. the scientific test conducted to observe what happens
and gain new knowledge

synonym : experimentation, investigation

(1) experiment design, (2) series of experiments

His experiments showed highly positive results.

avatar n. (the concept in Hinduism) a god appearing in human or
superhuman or animal form; a graphical representation
of a user or the user's character or persona in online
games, chat rooms, etc.

synonym : embodiment, expression, apotheosis

(1) digital avatar, (2) the avatar of the authority

A person's cyberspace avatar often represents the
appearance and behavior that the person wants to be.

suffer v. to experience pain, distress, or hardship; to undergo or
endure something painful or unpleasant
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synonym : endure, undergo, tolerate

(1) suffer a setback, (2) suffer bad grades

The older man suffers from arthritis and finds it difficult to
move around.

optimize v. to make the best or most effective use of something
synonym : advance, amend, improve

(1) optimize a process, (2) optimize control for cooling

The essence of economics is to optimize the allocation of
limited resources.

longevity n. the property of being long-lived; significant duration of
service

synonym : seniority, endurance

(1) longevity crisis, (2) longevity genes

He is proud of the longevity of the business.

badge n. a small emblem or token worn as a symbol of belonging
or rank, often used by law enforcement or military
organizations

synonym : emblem, insignia

(1) security badge, (2) badge holder

The police officer flashed his badge to prove his identity.

chart n. a visual display of information such as a diagram, lists of
figures, etc.; a map designed to assist navigation by air
or sea

synonym : diagram, graph, map

(1) a weather chart, (2) a statistical chart

This pie chart represents our market share.

achieve v. to successfully complete a task or goal, often through
hard work, perseverance, and dedication; to attain or
accomplish something that one has set out to do

synonym : accomplish, attain, reach

(1) achieve success, (2) achieve milestones

I will work hard to achieve my goals and realize my dreams.
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therapy n. the act of caring for someone through medication,
remedial training, etc.

synonym : antidote, medicine, treatment

(1) therapy for a patient, (2) field of gene therapy

I underwent aversion therapy for my addiction to alcohol.

pharmaceutical adj. relating to the production and selling of the medical
drugs

synonym : drug, medication, prescription

(1) major pharmaceutical companies, (2) commercial
pharmaceutical products

She gave money to help set up a pharmaceutical laboratory.

guinea n. a former British gold coin worth 21 shillings or a unit of
currency used in some West African countries; (Guinea)
a republic in western Africa on the Atlantic

synonym : coin, money, currency

(1) guinea coins, (2) guinea pig

The cost of the antique vase is three guineas.

genome n. the complete set or sequence of genes of a human,
animal, plant, or other living things

(1) sequencing of the human genome, (2) genome
analyses

The human genome contains approximately three billion
chemical base pairs.

sequence n. a series of related events, actions, numbers, etc., which
have a particular order

synonym : arrangement, succession, series

(1) the sequence of the seasons, (2) the DNA sequence

We do move forward with those tasks in sequence next
week.

intelligence n. the ability to learn, comprehend, or make judgments or
conclusions based on reasons

synonym : brains, brightness, cleverness
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(1) an intelligence test, (2) field of artificial intelligence

In terms of intelligence, he was head and shoulders above
his classmates.

server n. a computer program or a device from which other
computers get information; a person who serves food in
a restaurant

synonym : computer, waiter, waitperson

(1) a mail server, (2) work as a server in a restaurant

After the airing of the TV commercial, many people accessed
the website, and the server went down.

labor n. productive work, especially physical work done for
wages; the people who do manual or physical work in a
country or company for wage; (verb) to work hard or to
strive and make an effort to reach a goal

synonym : toil, moil, donkeywork

(1) seasonal labor, (2) manual labor

In several countries, child labor is a serious social problem.

medicinal adj. of or relating to the treatment or cure of disease
synonym : curative, therapeutic, healing

(1) medicinal chemistry, (2) traditional medicinal

The medicinal properties of this herb have been known to
help with various ailments.

mainframe n. a large and powerful computer with a lot of memory
used primarily by large organizations for critical
applications

(1) mainframe computer, (2) mainframe operating system

IBM has consistently been a significant supplier of
mainframes for a long time.

tier n. one of a series of rows or levels arranged one above the
other, typically used to describe the arrangement of
objects or levels of importance

synonym : level, layer, class
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(1) a two- tier system, (2) tier one company

The company operates on a three- tier pricing structure.

mainstream n. the ideas, opinions, beliefs, etc., that are considered
normal or accepted by most people

synonym : prevailing, average, common

(1) join the mainstream, (2) mainstream political beliefs

His thinking is mainstream in the country's culture.

genetics n. the branch of biology that studies genes, genetic
variation, and heredity in organisms

(1) the science of genetics, (2) genetics discrimination

He is a specialist in the genetics of aging.

transformation n. a complete change in form, nature, or appearance of
someone or something

synonym : change, conversion, renewal

(1) the transformation of a tadpole into a frog, (2) cast a
transformation spell

Understanding unitary transformations of a normal matrix
require considerable mathematical sophistication.

witness n. a person who sees something happen, especially a
crime or an accident

synonym : onlooker, attestant, bystander

(1) witness of the car accident, (2) a material witness

The manufacturing industry is witnessing fierce competition.

lifetime n. the duration of someone's life or something's existence;
synonym : lifespan, duration

(1) lifetime benefits, (2) lifetime ban from the sport

She had lived through two world wars in her lifetime.

vision n. the ability to think about or see the future with
imagination and intelligence; the faculty of being able to
see

synonym : sight, image, concept
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(1) a prodigious vision, (2) telescopic vision

Driving is difficult for me because of my poor vision.

caregiving n. the act of providing care and support for someone who
is ill, disabled, or elderly

synonym : nurturing, caring, assisting

(1) caregiving process, (2) caregiving responsibilities

She devoted her life to caregiving, looking after her aging
parents.

spirit n. the part of a person which is the seat of their mind,
feelings, and character rather than their physical body;
the general atmosphere of a place or situation and the
effect that it has on people

synonym : soul, attitude, enthusiasm

(1) spirit and the letter of the law, (2) an indomitable spirit

Despite their tragic loss, the family is showing great spirit.

donor n. a person or an organization that makes a gift of money,
food, supplies, etc. to a cause or fund; in medicine, a
person who gives blood or tissue or an organ to be used
in another person

synonym : contributor, patron, supporter

(1) a transfusion of donor blood, (2) an unnamed donor

His body rejected the liver of the donor.

laparoscopy n. a surgical procedure that involves the insertion of a thin,
lighted instrument called a laparoscope through a small
incision in the abdomen, allowing doctors to examine
and diagnose internal organs or perform minimally
invasive surgeries

synonym : endoscopy, keyhole surgery

(1) laparoscopy surgery, (2) diagnostic laparoscopy

A small camera is inserted into the abdomen during the
laparoscopy procedure to visualize the internal organs.
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scar n. a mark that remains on the skin after a wound has
healed

synonym : blemish, imperfection, blotch

(1) burn scar, (2) carry a scar

Even after the wound has healed, a scar remains.

abdomen n. the part of the body between the chest and pelvis that
contains the stomach, intestines, liver, pancreas, and
other organs; the posterior part of an insect's body,
typically divided into segments

synonym : belly, gut, tummy

(1) abdomen pain, (2) insect abdomen

The weightlifter used his strong abdomen muscles to lift the
heavy barbell.

trite adj. lacking originality or freshness; overused, common, or
clichéd; lacking in depth or significance due to being
overly familiar or predictable

synonym : clichéd, banal, overused

(1) trite joke, (2) trite melody

The speaker's speech was full of trite phrases and platitudes.

celebrate v. to acknowledge a memorable or good day or event with
a social gathering or enjoyable activity

synonym : praise, glorify, honor

(1) celebrate his election, (2) celebrate Christmas

He celebrated the 10th anniversary of his tenure.

innovation n. the creation of a new device or process resulting from
study and experimentation

synonym : invention, initiation, creation

(1) innovation leader, (2) cutting-edge innovation

The vegetarian burger was an innovation that quickly spread
to the United Kingdom.

amazing adj. extremely surprising, especially in a way that you like or
admire
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synonym : exceptional, extraordinary, wonderful

(1) amazing advances, (2) the most amazing feeling

The golfer recorded an amazing distance.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. ac____e a new company v. to buy or obtain something such as an
asset, object, knowledge, etc., for
oneself

2. mai_____am political beliefs n. the ideas, opinions, beliefs, etc., that
are considered normal or accepted by
most people

3. nullify a pro______ion n. an official announcement or statement

4. imm______ly recall a product adv. now or without delay

5. a dental cl___c n. a building or hospital department where
people can go for medical care or
advice, especially of a particular
condition

6. visit to the veterinary cl___c n. a building or hospital department where
people can go for medical care or
advice, especially of a particular
condition

7. field of gene th____y n. the act of caring for someone through
medication, remedial training, etc.

8. pure gu_____rk n. the act or process of making an
estimate or speculation based on
incomplete or uncertain information;
conjecture or supposition

9. economic mi____e n. an act or occurrence that is not
explicable by natural or scientific laws
and is therefore believed to be caused
by God

ANSWERS: 1. acquire, 2. mainstream, 3. proclamation, 4. immediately, 5. clinic, 6.
clinic, 7. therapy, 8. guesswork, 9. miracle
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10. pr____t the future v. to state beforehand that something will
happen in the future, mainly based on
knowledge or experience

11. a statistical ch__t n. a visual display of information such as a
diagram, lists of figures, etc.; a map
designed to assist navigation by air or
sea

12. a cl__h between the two task forces n. a fight or argument between two groups
of people; a loud noise caused by
striking against something

13. gu___a pig n. a former British gold coin worth 21
shillings or a unit of currency used in
some West African countries; (Guinea)
a republic in western Africa on the
Atlantic

14. el____le for a refund adj. having the required qualities or
satisfying the necessary criteria

15. cardiac su____y n. medical treatment of injuries or
diseases involving an incision with
instruments and often removing or
replacing some parts of the body; the
branch of medical science that treats
disease or injury by operative
procedures

16. su____e beforehand v. to think that something is likely to be
actual or possible

17. criminal on death r_w n. an arrangement of objects or people
side by side in a line; (verb) to propel a
boat through the water using oars

18. a material wi____s n. a person who sees something happen,
especially a crime or an accident

ANSWERS: 10. predict, 11. chart, 12. clash, 13. guinea, 14. eligible, 15. surgery, 16.
suppose, 17. row, 18. witness
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19. rom______ze the idea of love v. to make something seem more
attractive or appealing than it is,
especially by exaggerating or idealizing
its qualities; to view or present
something in a romantic or sentimental
way

20. a mail se___r n. a computer program or a device from
which other computers get information;
a person who serves food in a
restaurant

21. re____nt local dishes v. to change something so drastically that
it looks to be completely new

22. vi__l for a healthy society adj. necessary for the success or continued
existence of something

23. n__m of action n. something that is regarded as usual,
typical, or standard

24. at___h firmly v. to fasten, join, or connect one thing to
another

25. li____me benefits n. the duration of someone's life or
something's existence;

26. te___r strap v. to tie or secure an animal, person, or
object with a rope, chain, or other
similar devices to prevent it from
moving too far away; (noun) a rope or
chain used to tie up or restrain an
animal, such as a horse or dog

27. do___e to charity v. to give money, food, clothes, etc. to
help a person or organization

28. ta___t keyboard n. a small flat electronic device used for
browsing the internet, reading, writing,
or playing games; a small, solid pill of
medicine

ANSWERS: 19. romanticize, 20. server, 21. reinvent, 22. vital, 23. norm, 24. attach,
25. lifetime, 26. tether, 27. donate, 28. tablet
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29. fa__t memory adj. not strong, clear, or vigorous; slight or
weak

30. fl__d assets n. a substance that can flow and is not
solid

31. the cell of the im___e system adj. protected against a particular disease or
toxin due to the presence of specific
antibodies or sensitized white blood
cells

32. the se____ce of the seasons n. a series of related events, actions,
numbers, etc., which have a particular
order

33. cutting-edge inn_____on n. the creation of a new device or process
resulting from study and
experimentation

34. op____ze a process v. to make the best or most effective use
of something

35. an unc_______ted toddler adj. lacking coordination or control; awkward
or clumsy

36. the ch_____ry of soil n. the branch of the natural sciences
dealing with the composition of
substances and their properties and
reactions

37. in___e my house against fire v. to provide coverage in the event of loss
or damage

38. in____ct with one another v. to communicate or react with somebody

39. dem______te a difference v. to display something or give an
exhibition to an interested audience

40. nu_____on condition n. the substances or the process that
organisms take into their bodies as food
for their growth and health

ANSWERS: 29. faint, 30. fluid, 31. immune, 32. sequence, 33. innovation, 34.
optimize, 35. uncoordinated, 36. chemistry, 37. insure, 38. interact, 39. demonstrate,
40. nutrition
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41. in___e domestic tranquility v. to provide coverage in the event of loss
or damage

42. mul___________ary analysis adj. integrating or involving various
academic fields or different skills in a
topic or problem-solving approach

43. de____yed evidence v. to ruin or damage severely or
completely; to eradicate or eliminate
completely

44. major pa____gm shift n. a standard or typical example of
something; a pattern or model

45. plenty of fl__ds n. a substance that can flow and is not
solid

46. lap______py surgery n. a surgical procedure that involves the
insertion of a thin, lighted instrument
called a laparoscope through a small
incision in the abdomen, allowing
doctors to examine and diagnose
internal organs or perform minimally
invasive surgeries

47. af___d a high travel cost v. to have enough money or time to be
able to buy or do something

48. ind_____al freedom n. a single person or thing, as distinct from
a group

49. gr____te degree program n. a person who has a first degree from
university or college; (verb) to complete
the first course of university or college
and get a degree

50. mo____r the data carefully v. to observe, check, and track the
progress or quality of something over a
period of time

ANSWERS: 41. insure, 42. multidisciplinary, 43. destroy, 44. paradigm, 45. fluid, 46.
laparoscopy, 47. afford, 48. individual, 49. graduate, 50. monitor
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51. historical re__c n. an object from a previous era,
especially one of historical value

52. di____se the problem v. to determine or distinguish the nature of
a problem or an illness through a
careful analysis

53. she is ma__c n. beliefs and actions employed to
influence supernatural beings and
forces; any art or performance that
invokes supernatural powers

54. cultural n__m n. something that is regarded as usual,
typical, or standard

55. is____e a patient v. to physically or socially separate
someone or something from other
people or things

56. el____le candidates adj. having the required qualities or
satisfying the necessary criteria

57. ce_____te Christmas v. to acknowledge a memorable or good
day or event with a social gathering or
enjoyable activity

58. a minor f__w n. a fault, mistake, or weakness that
causes something not to be perfect

59. of____d the van v. to transfer the responsibility or burden
of something or someone to another
person or group; to unload or discharge
goods or cargo from a vehicle or ship

60. sc__e the birds away v. to frighten a person or animal, or to
become frightened

61. su____ug infection n. a strain of bacteria that is resistant to
multiple types of antibiotics, making it
difficult or impossible to treat with
traditional medications

ANSWERS: 51. relic, 52. diagnose, 53. magic, 54. norm, 55. isolate, 56. eligible, 57.
celebrate, 58. flaw, 59. offload, 60. scare, 61. superbug
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62. dem______te mastery v. to display something or give an
exhibition to an interested audience

63. take up an app______nt n. a formal arrangement to meet someone
at a particular time and place, especially
for a reason connected with their work;
the act of putting a person into a job or
position of responsibility

64. ill_____te a story v. to provide pictures, photographs,
diagrams, etc. in a book or something
for explanation

65. g__b an opportunity v. to take hold of something or someone
suddenly with a hand, especially in a
violent way

66. psy_____gy experiment n. the scientific study of mind and behavior

67. mo____r an exam v. to observe, check, and track the
progress or quality of something over a
period of time

68. chronic ki___y disease n. either of a pair of small organs in the
body that filter waste products,
especially urea, from the blood and
excrete them and water in urine

69. g_l nail polish n. a semi-solid substance, often
transparent or translucent, that is used
in various products from personal care
to food to medicine, and which typically
consists of a gelling agent that thickens
the liquid

70. from a cl_____an's perspective n. a practitioner, especially of medicine or
psychology, who has direct contact with
patients

ANSWERS: 62. demonstrate, 63. appointment, 64. illustrate, 65. grab, 66.
psychology, 67. monitor, 68. kidney, 69. gel, 70. clinician
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71. rely on gu_____rk n. the act or process of making an
estimate or speculation based on
incomplete or uncertain information;
conjecture or supposition

72. wi____s of the car accident n. a person who sees something happen,
especially a crime or an accident

73. loss of muscle coo______ion n. the act of making all the people involved
in a plan or activity work together
effectively; the ability to control different
parts of the body effectively

74. mul___________ary project adj. integrating or involving various
academic fields or different skills in a
topic or problem-solving approach

75. di____se with CT scans v. to determine or distinguish the nature of
a problem or an illness through a
careful analysis

76. di____t sleep v. to prevent or stop something, especially
an event, activity, or process, from
continuing in the usual way by causing
a problem or disturbance

77. anxiety pal______ons n. a rapid, irregular, or forceful beating of
the heart; a sensation of the heart
beating abnormally or irregularly

78. ha___e about money n. something inconvenient, annoying, or
troublesome; a difficult or irritating
experience or situation

79. spe_____ze in child care v. to become an expert in a specific career
field, study, or business

80. the DNA se____ce n. a series of related events, actions,
numbers, etc., which have a particular
order

ANSWERS: 71. guesswork, 72. witness, 73. coordination, 74. multidisciplinary, 75.
diagnose, 76. disrupt, 77. palpitation, 78. hassle, 79. specialize, 80. sequence
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81. gu___a coins n. a former British gold coin worth 21
shillings or a unit of currency used in
some West African countries; (Guinea)
a republic in western Africa on the
Atlantic

82. ant_____ic allergy n. a substance or drug that kills or slows
down the growth of bacteria

83. bl___h hair v. to remove color or stains, whiten, or
sterilize using a solution of chemicals or
other substances, such as bleach

84. psy_____gy of crowd n. the scientific study of mind and behavior

85. seasonal la__r n. productive work, especially physical
work done for wages; the people who
do manual or physical work in a country
or company for wage; (verb) to work
hard or to strive and make an effort to
reach a goal

86. a r_w of cherry trees n. an arrangement of objects or people
side by side in a line; (verb) to propel a
boat through the water using oars

87. common in_____on n. the creation of a new device or process
resulting from study and
experimentation; the act of inventing

88. a two-t__r system n. one of a series of rows or levels
arranged one above the other, typically
used to describe the arrangement of
objects or levels of importance

89. re____r a loss v. to return to a former condition, health,
mind, or strength

ANSWERS: 81. guinea, 82. antibiotic, 83. bleach, 84. psychology, 85. labor, 86. row,
87. invention, 88. tier, 89. recover
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90. electronic de___e n. a piece of equipment, tool, or
technology that serves a particular
purpose or function, often mechanical
or electronic

91. op_____ne occasion adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

92. a me____l opinion adj. relating to the treatment of illness or
injuries; relating to the practice of
medicine

93. ant_____ic resistance n. a substance or drug that kills or slows
down the growth of bacteria

94. sc__e off her attacker by screaming v. to frighten a person or animal, or to
become frightened

95. w__p bitter tears v. to cry tears because of sadness, rage,
or pain

96. work as a se___r in a restaurant n. a computer program or a device from
which other computers get information;
a person who serves food in a
restaurant

97. preserve my gr____y n. the force that attracts a body towards
the center of the earth or towards any
other physical body having mass; a
manner that is solemn

98. write him an answer imm______ly adv. now or without delay

99. with an empty be__y n. the front part of the body below the
chest, containing the stomach and
bowels; the rounded or curved part of
an object, such as a ship or aircraft

ANSWERS: 90. device, 91. opportune, 92. medical, 93. antibiotic, 94. scare, 95.
weep, 96. server, 97. gravity, 98. immediately, 99. belly
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100. su___r a setback v. to experience pain, distress, or
hardship; to undergo or endure
something painful or unpleasant

101. an indomitable sp___t n. the part of a person which is the seat of
their mind, feelings, and character
rather than their physical body; the
general atmosphere of a place or
situation and the effect that it has on
people

102. principles of sus______le

development

adj. able to continue or be continued for a
long time

103. sma_____ne app developer n. a mobile phone that functions as a
computer and connects to the Internet

104. in a coo______ed manner adj. effectively arranged or organized so
that all the parts work smoothly or
systematically together

105. imp_______ion on stage n. the act of making something up on the
spot or creating or performing
something without preparation

106. an op_____ne remark adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

107. opioid ov____se n. excessive and dangerous ingestion or
application of a drug

108. playful mi____ef n. playful, minor actions or behavior
intended to cause harm, trouble, or
annoyance; mischievous behavior that
is not intended to cause harm or
damage

ANSWERS: 100. suffer, 101. spirit, 102. sustainable, 103. smartphone, 104.
coordinated, 105. improvisation, 106. opportune, 107. overdose, 108. mischief
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109. copyrighted so____re n. a set of computer programs and
associated documentation and data for
doing particular computational jobs

110. op____ze control for cooling v. to make the best or most effective use
of something

111. experienced cl_____an n. a practitioner, especially of medicine or
psychology, who has direct contact with
patients

112. complete no____ly adv. usually; under normal conditions

113. an ar__y of troops n. a large group or collection of things or
people, especially one that is
impressive or attractive

114. died of tub______sis n. an infectious disease usually caused by
tubercle bacteria that can attack many
parts of a person's body, especially their
lungs

115. the science of ge____cs n. the branch of biology that studies
genes, genetic variation, and heredity in
organisms

116. th____y for a patient n. the act of caring for someone through
medication, remedial training, etc.

117. tra_____nt a heart v. to move or transfer something from one
place or person to another; to take living
tissue or an organ from one person,
animal, part of the body, etc. and put it
into or onto another

118. tra_____nt my family to America v. to move or transfer something from one
place or person to another; to take living
tissue or an organ from one person,
animal, part of the body, etc. and put it
into or onto another

ANSWERS: 109. software, 110. optimize, 111. clinician, 112. normally, 113. array,
114. tuberculosis, 115. genetics, 116. therapy, 117. transplant, 118. transplant
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119. cultural pa____gm n. a standard or typical example of
something; a pattern or model

120. at___h a file to an e-mail v. to fasten, join, or connect one thing to
another

121. ge____cs discrimination n. the branch of biology that studies
genes, genetic variation, and heredity in
organisms

122. self-int______ion n. a preliminary explanation or remarks
given before the start of a text,
performance, or event; the act of
bringing something new into existence
or introducing something to a wider
audience or new market

123. mal______on alarm v. to fail to operate or work properly; to
break down or stop functioning as
expected or intended; (noun) a failure or
defect in the way a machine, system, or
device is supposed to operate

124. nu__e practitioner n. a healthcare professional who is trained
to provide care for the sick or injured;
(verb) to try to cure by special care or
treatment of an illness or injury

125. ba__e holder n. a small emblem or token worn as a
symbol of belonging or rank, often used
by law enforcement or military
organizations

126. diluted al____l n. a clear liquid that can make people
drunk and is used in medicines,
cleaning products, etc.

127. seek vo_____ers n. a person who performs or offers to
perform a job or service without being
paid for or forced to do

ANSWERS: 119. paradigm, 120. attach, 121. genetics, 122. introduction, 123.
malfunction, 124. nurse, 125. badge, 126. alcohol, 127. volunteer
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128. anthropology lab_____ry n. a workplace for doing scientific research
or teaching science; a lab

129. in an unc_______ted fashion adj. lacking coordination or control; awkward
or clumsy

130. af___d to buy a new car v. to have enough money or time to be
able to buy or do something

131. online ph____cy n. a place where medicines are prepared
and dispensed; a drugstore or chemist's

132. the int______on between man and

his environment

n. the act of connecting with someone,
mainly when working, playing, or
spending time with them

133. exp_____nt design n. the scientific test conducted to observe
what happens and gain new knowledge

134. so____re architect n. a set of computer programs and
associated documentation and data for
doing particular computational jobs

135. su____e you're right v. to think that something is likely to be
actual or possible

136. bi___y of bone marrow n. the process of removing and examining
tissue from the body of the sick person
to determine the existence or cause of a
disease

137. ill_____te a key point v. to provide pictures, photographs,
diagrams, etc. in a book or something
for explanation

138. g__b an audience v. to take hold of something or someone
suddenly with a hand, especially in a
violent way

139. beauty s__t n. a particular location or place; a small
round or roundish area, differing in color
or feels from the surface around it

ANSWERS: 128. laboratory, 129. uncoordinated, 130. afford, 131. pharmacy, 132.
interaction, 133. experiment, 134. software, 135. suppose, 136. biopsy, 137. illustrate,
138. grab, 139. spot
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140. the halo of a sa___d image adj. connected with religion or religious
purposes; worthy of respect or
dedication because of a connection with
a god

141. de____t settings v. to fail to fulfill an obligation or pay a
debt when it is due; to fail to meet
expectations or perform as required; to
choose or accept a predetermined
option or condition without making a
deliberate selection or choice; (noun)
the pre-set or automatic settings that a
system or program uses when the user
has selected no other options

142. lo_____ty genes n. the property of being long-lived;
significant duration of service

143. an int______nce test n. the ability to learn, comprehend, or
make judgments or conclusions based
on reasons

144. get ne____s adj. worried and anxious about something;
relating to the nerves

145. a ma__c spell n. beliefs and actions employed to
influence supernatural beings and
forces; any art or performance that
invokes supernatural powers

146. car_____ng responsibilities n. the act of providing care and support for
someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly

147. pr____n synthesis n. a molecule made up of a long chain of
amino acids, which is essential for the
structure and function of the body's
tissues

ANSWERS: 140. sacred, 141. default, 142. longevity, 143. intelligence, 144. nervous,
145. magic, 146. caregiving, 147. protein
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148. a bu__h of schoolgirls n. a grouping of several similar things
which are growing or fastened together

149. ap____e a measures v. to think that someone or something is
favorable, acceptable, or appropriate; to
officially accept a plan, request, etc.

150. de____p a skill v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine
through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater
sophistication or complexity; to
elaborate or add detail to something
that is in the process of being created

151. do___e blood to the Red Cross v. to give money, food, clothes, etc. to
help a person or organization

152. pr_____be in the preceding

paragraph

v. (of a doctor) to advise and order the use
of particular medicine or treatment for
someone, especially in writing; to issue
commands or orders for something

153. play a vi__l role adj. necessary for the success or continued
existence of something

154. not no____ly drink much adv. usually; under normal conditions

155. aff_____le solution adj. not expensive and able to pay

156. a private ind_____al n. a single person or thing, as distinct from
a group

157. the f__w in the legislation n. a fault, mistake, or weakness that
causes something not to be perfect

158. a multivitamin ta___t n. a small flat electronic device used for
browsing the internet, reading, writing,
or playing games; a small, solid pill of
medicine

ANSWERS: 148. bunch, 149. approve, 150. develop, 151. donate, 152. prescribe,
153. vital, 154. normally, 155. affordable, 156. individual, 157. flaw, 158. tablet
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159. stop drinking al____l n. a clear liquid that can make people
drunk and is used in medicines,
cleaning products, etc.

160. el__w-length sleeves n. the joint between the upper arm and the
lower arm; the bend in a pipe or tube
formed at this joint

161. manual la__r n. productive work, especially physical
work done for wages; the people who
do manual or physical work in a country
or company for wage; (verb) to work
hard or to strive and make an effort to
reach a goal

162. int______ion education n. a preliminary explanation or remarks
given before the start of a text,
performance, or event; the act of
bringing something new into existence
or introducing something to a wider
audience or new market

163. lab_____ry accident n. a workplace for doing scientific research
or teaching science; a lab

164. en___l risks v. to involve or require something as
necessary, particularly as a
consequence of a particular situation or
action; to impose a burden or restriction
on something

165. the in_____on of new techniques n. the creation of a new device or process
resulting from study and
experimentation; the act of inventing

166. rom______ze the past v. to make something seem more
attractive or appealing than it is,
especially by exaggerating or idealizing
its qualities; to view or present
something in a romantic or sentimental
way

ANSWERS: 159. alcohol, 160. elbow, 161. labor, 162. introduction, 163. laboratory,
164. entail, 165. invention, 166. romanticize
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167. the most am____g feeling adj. extremely surprising, especially in a
way that you like or admire

168. b__t him in the face v. to sing loudly and forcefully; to hit
someone or something hard; (noun) a
strip of leather or other material worn to
tie or buckle something around the body

169. access to public tr_____rt n. a system for moving people or products
from one location to another using
automobiles, roads, and so on

170. lo_____ty crisis n. the property of being long-lived;
significant duration of service

171. data coo______ion n. the act of making all the people involved
in a plan or activity work together
effectively; the ability to control different
parts of the body effectively

172. temporary me____l treatment adj. relating to the treatment of illness or
injuries; relating to the practice of
medicine

173. br__k wall n. a rectangular block of baked clay used
as a building material

174. diagnostic lap______py n. a surgical procedure that involves the
insertion of a thin, lighted instrument
called a laparoscope through a small
incision in the abdomen, allowing
doctors to examine and diagnose
internal organs or perform minimally
invasive surgeries

175. tr__e melody adj. lacking originality or freshness;
overused, common, or clichéd; lacking
in depth or significance due to being
overly familiar or predictable

ANSWERS: 167. amazing, 168. belt, 169. transport, 170. longevity, 171. coordination,
172. medical, 173. brick, 174. laparoscopy, 175. trite
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176. tr__e joke adj. lacking originality or freshness;
overused, common, or clichéd; lacking
in depth or significance due to being
overly familiar or predictable

177. a weather ch__t n. a visual display of information such as a
diagram, lists of figures, etc.; a map
designed to assist navigation by air or
sea

178. sc__y story adj. causing fear or fright; frightening;
intimidating

179. a transfusion of do__r blood n. a person or an organization that makes
a gift of money, food, supplies, etc. to a
cause or fund; in medicine, a person
who gives blood or tissue or an organ to
be used in another person

180. ge___e analyses n. the complete set or sequence of genes
of a human, animal, plant, or other living
things

181. telescopic vi___n n. the ability to think about or see the
future with imagination and intelligence;
the faculty of being able to see

182. series of exp_____nts n. the scientific test conducted to observe
what happens and gain new knowledge

183. el__w bone n. the joint between the upper arm and the
lower arm; the bend in a pipe or tube
formed at this joint

184. liquid bi___y n. the process of removing and examining
tissue from the body of the sick person
to determine the existence or cause of a
disease

ANSWERS: 176. trite, 177. chart, 178. scary, 179. donor, 180. genome, 181. vision,
182. experiment, 183. elbow, 184. biopsy
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185. insect ab____n n. the part of the body between the chest
and pelvis that contains the stomach,
intestines, liver, pancreas, and other
organs; the posterior part of an insect's
body, typically divided into segments

186. professor of ch_____ry n. the branch of the natural sciences
dealing with the composition of
substances and their properties and
reactions

187. tracking de___e n. a piece of equipment, tool, or
technology that serves a particular
purpose or function, often mechanical
or electronic

188. a two-dimensional ar__y n. a large group or collection of things or
people, especially one that is
impressive or attractive

189. in____ct directly with customers v. to communicate or react with somebody

190. sa___d music adj. connected with religion or religious
purposes; worthy of respect or
dedication because of a connection with
a god

191. ca___r diagnosis n. abnormal growth of cells that can
invade and destroy surrounding tissues
and organs; a disease characterized by
the uncontrolled growth and spread of
abnormal cells

192. ab____n pain n. the part of the body between the chest
and pelvis that contains the stomach,
intestines, liver, pancreas, and other
organs; the posterior part of an insect's
body, typically divided into segments

ANSWERS: 185. abdomen, 186. chemistry, 187. device, 188. array, 189. interact,
190. sacred, 191. cancer, 192. abdomen
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193. gr_____ed taxation adj. having received a degree from a school,
college, or university; marked with or
divided into levels or degrees

194. s__e throat adj. painful or sensitive to the touch;
inflamed or irritated; feeling deep
distress, grief, or regret

195. the tra________ion of a tadpole

into a frog

n. a complete change in form, nature, or
appearance of someone or something

196. development of the ne____s system adj. worried and anxious about something;
relating to the nerves

197. sp___t and the letter of the law n. the part of a person which is the seat of
their mind, feelings, and character
rather than their physical body; the
general atmosphere of a place or
situation and the effect that it has on
people

198. so_____re in high school n. a student in their second year of college
or high school; used more broadly to
refer to someone who is experienced in
a particular activity or field

199. pr____s improvement n. a series of actions or operations
performed to achieve a particular
outcome or goal; a systematic
procedure or approach used to
accomplish a specific task or objective;
a method of treating milk to make it
suitable for consumption or use in other
dairy products

200. commercial pha________cal

products

adj. relating to the production and selling of
the medical drugs

ANSWERS: 193. graduated, 194. sore, 195. transformation, 196. nervous, 197. spirit,
198. sophomore, 199. process, 200. pharmaceutical
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201. te___r a horse v. to tie or secure an animal, person, or
object with a rope, chain, or other
similar devices to prevent it from
moving too far away; (noun) a rope or
chain used to tie up or restrain an
animal, such as a horse or dog

202. m_d student adj. (short for medical) relating to the field of
medicine, which is concerned with the
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of
diseases and disorders; (short for
medication) a substance or drug that is
used to treat a medical condition or
alleviate symptoms

203. so_____re slump n. a student in their second year of college
or high school; used more broadly to
refer to someone who is experienced in
a particular activity or field

204. minimalist wa____be n. a collection or set of clothing, especially
for a particular occasion or purpose; a
piece of furniture designed for storing
clothes or personal belongings

205. mo___r joints n. a mixture of cement, sand, and water
used for binding building materials
together; a heavy, deep bowl used to
pound or grind substances

206. pa____t with weight loss n. a person who is receiving medical
treatment, care, or attention from a
healthcare professional, such as a
doctor, nurse, or therapist; a personal
quality or characteristic

ANSWERS: 201. tether, 202. med, 203. sophomore, 204. wardrobe, 205. mortar, 206.
patient
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207. su___r bad grades v. to experience pain, distress, or
hardship; to undergo or endure
something painful or unpleasant

208. financial le___y n. something that is handed down from an
earlier generation or time, often
something that has had a significant
impact on subsequent generations; a
bequest made by a person in their will,
often money or property

209. al____ic to pollen adj. having or caused by an allergy

210. im____t genes in the animals v. to insert or fix an artificial device in a
person's body; to put an idea, attitude,
etc., firmly in the mind

211. ex____ge a few friendly words v. to give something and receive
something else in return, often with the
implication that the items being traded
are of equal or comparable value;
(noun) the act of giving or taking
something in return for something else;
a place or system where goods or
services can be bought, sold, or traded

212. mi____e person n. an act or occurrence that is not
explicable by natural or scientific laws
and is therefore believed to be caused
by God

213. co____e an average score v. to make a mathematical calculation

214. fa__t aroma of roses adj. not strong, clear, or vigorous; slight or
weak

215. jazz imp_______ion n. the act of making something up on the
spot or creating or performing
something without preparation

ANSWERS: 207. suffer, 208. legacy, 209. allergic, 210. implant, 211. exchange, 212.
miracle, 213. compute, 214. faint, 215. improvisation
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216. holy re__cs n. an object from a previous era,
especially one of historical value

217. major in an_____cs n. the systematic computational analysis
of data or statistics; information
resulting from this analysis

218. pr_____be a drug v. (of a doctor) to advise and order the use
of particular medicine or treatment for
someone, especially in writing; to issue
commands or orders for something

219. gr_____ed flask adj. having received a degree from a school,
college, or university; marked with or
divided into levels or degrees

220. was tr_____ted by war v. to cause someone to undergo severe
hardship or distress; to afflict; to
troubles; to suffer

221. cast fri______ng eyes adj. causing fear or alarm, or very surprising
and alarming

222. s__n a document into PDF v. to examine something hastily, with the
eyes or with a machine, to get
information

223. die su____ly adv. quickly and unexpectedly

224. tr_____rt facilities n. a system for moving people or products
from one location to another using
automobiles, roads, and so on

225. de____y the ecosystem v. to ruin or damage severely or
completely; to eradicate or eliminate
completely

226. pa____t in the hospital n. a person who is receiving medical
treatment, care, or attention from a
healthcare professional, such as a
doctor, nurse, or therapist; a personal
quality or characteristic

ANSWERS: 216. relic, 217. analytics, 218. prescribe, 219. graduated, 220. tribulate,
221. frightening, 222. scan, 223. suddenly, 224. transport, 225. destroy, 226. patient
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227. arrange my sc____le n. a list of planned activities, tasks, or
things that must be completed showing
when they are intended to happen or be
done

228. tr_____te villagers v. to cause someone to undergo severe
hardship or distress; to afflict; to
troubles; to suffer

229. en___l legal consequences v. to involve or require something as
necessary, particularly as a
consequence of a particular situation or
action; to impose a burden or restriction
on something

230. ma_____me computer n. a large and powerful computer with a lot
of memory used primarily by large
organizations for critical applications

231. of____d freight v. to transfer the responsibility or burden
of something or someone to another
person or group; to unload or discharge
goods or cargo from a vehicle or ship

232. economic do____ay n. the last day of the world when
Christians believe that God will judge
everyone; an unpleasant or disastrous
event

233. di____e prevention n. a disorder or illness that affects the
body or mind, often characterized by
specific symptoms or abnormal
functioning of organs or systems

234. a medicine for tub______sis n. an infectious disease usually caused by
tubercle bacteria that can attack many
parts of a person's body, especially their
lungs

ANSWERS: 227. schedule, 228. tribulate, 229. entail, 230. mainframe, 231. offload,
232. doomsday, 233. disease, 234. tuberculosis
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235. co____t car n. an idea or principle associated with
something abstract

236. join the mai_____am n. the ideas, opinions, beliefs, etc., that
are considered normal or accepted by
most people

237. is____e a compound v. to physically or socially separate
someone or something from other
people or things

238. sma_____ne addict n. a mobile phone that functions as a
computer and connects to the Internet

239. me_____al chemistry adj. of or relating to the treatment or cure of
disease

240. f__k art n. people in general, especially those of a
particular group or type

241. car_____ng process n. the act of providing care and support for
someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly

242. im___e from criminal prosecution adj. protected against a particular disease or
toxin due to the presence of specific
antibodies or sensitized white blood
cells

243. admissions co_____or n. a person trained to give advice and help
people deal with personal or emotional
problems

244. in____e a high degree of risk v. to include or affect someone or
something as a necessary part of
something else

245. an unnamed do__r n. a person or an organization that makes
a gift of money, food, supplies, etc. to a
cause or fund; in medicine, a person
who gives blood or tissue or an organ to
be used in another person

ANSWERS: 235. concept, 236. mainstream, 237. isolate, 238. smartphone, 239.
medicinal, 240. folk, 241. caregiving, 242. immune, 243. counselor, 244. involve, 245.
donor
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246. major pha________cal companies adj. relating to the production and selling of
the medical drugs

247. walk-in wa____be n. a collection or set of clothing, especially
for a particular occasion or purpose; a
piece of furniture designed for storing
clothes or personal belongings

248. the be__y of the ship n. the front part of the body below the
chest, containing the stomach and
bowels; the rounded or curved part of
an object, such as a ship or aircraft

249. ac____e milestones v. to successfully complete a task or goal,
often through hard work, perseverance,
and dedication; to attain or accomplish
something that one has set out to do

250. digital av___r n. (the concept in Hinduism) a god
appearing in human or superhuman or
animal form; a graphical representation
of a user or the user's character or
persona in online games, chat rooms,
etc.

251. am____g advances adj. extremely surprising, especially in a
way that you like or admire

252. security ba__e n. a small emblem or token worn as a
symbol of belonging or rank, often used
by law enforcement or military
organizations

253. im____t into the uterus v. to insert or fix an artificial device in a
person's body; to put an idea, attitude,
etc., firmly in the mind

254. sc__y dream adj. causing fear or fright; frightening;
intimidating

ANSWERS: 246. pharmaceutical, 247. wardrobe, 248. belly, 249. achieve, 250.
avatar, 251. amazing, 252. badge, 253. implant, 254. scary
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255. in___t a computer with a virus v. to affect a person, an animal, or a plant
with a disease-causing organism

256. an artificial ki___y n. either of a pair of small organs in the
body that filter waste products,
especially urea, from the blood and
excrete them and water in urine

257. di____t a well-ordered condition v. to prevent or stop something, especially
an event, activity, or process, from
continuing in the usual way by causing
a problem or disturbance

258. co____al combination of funds adj. belonging to or used by a group rather
than individuals; for common use

259. ca___r research n. abnormal growth of cells that can
invade and destroy surrounding tissues
and organs; a disease characterized by
the uncontrolled growth and spread of
abnormal cells

260. traditional me_____al adj. of or relating to the treatment or cure of
disease

261. honor gr____te n. a person who has a first degree from
university or college; (verb) to complete
the first course of university or college
and get a degree

262. irregular pal______on n. a rapid, irregular, or forceful beating of
the heart; a sensation of the heart
beating abnormally or irregularly

263. malicious mi____ef n. playful, minor actions or behavior
intended to cause harm, trouble, or
annoyance; mischievous behavior that
is not intended to cause harm or
damage

ANSWERS: 255. infect, 256. kidney, 257. disrupt, 258. communal, 259. cancer, 260.
medicinal, 261. graduate, 262. palpitation, 263. mischief
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264. fri______ng experience adj. causing fear or alarm, or very surprising
and alarming

265. dressed br__k n. a rectangular block of baked clay used
as a building material

266. spe_____ze in market research v. to become an expert in a specific career
field, study, or business

267. m_d school adj. (short for medical) relating to the field of
medicine, which is concerned with the
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of
diseases and disorders; (short for
medication) a substance or drug that is
used to treat a medical condition or
alleviate symptoms

268. com______te well with my advisor v. to share or exchange information with
others by speaking, writing, moving
your body, or using other signals

269. a prodigious vi___n n. the ability to think about or see the
future with imagination and intelligence;
the faculty of being able to see

270. int______on among human beings n. the act of connecting with someone,
mainly when working, playing, or
spending time with them

271. re____nt our life v. to change something so drastically that
it looks to be completely new

272. nu_____on intake n. the substances or the process that
organisms take into their bodies as food
for their growth and health

273. do____ay scenario n. the last day of the world when
Christians believe that God will judge
everyone; an unpleasant or disastrous
event

ANSWERS: 264. frightening, 265. brick, 266. specialize, 267. med, 268.
communicate, 269. vision, 270. interaction, 271. reinvent, 272. nutrition, 273.
doomsday
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274. inn_____on leader n. the creation of a new device or process
resulting from study and
experimentation

275. the attraction of gr____y n. the force that attracts a body towards
the center of the earth or towards any
other physical body having mass; a
manner that is solemn

276. ac____e success v. to successfully complete a task or goal,
often through hard work, perseverance,
and dedication; to attain or accomplish
something that one has set out to do

277. de____t on the mortgage v. to fail to fulfill an obligation or pay a
debt when it is due; to fail to meet
expectations or perform as required; to
choose or accept a predetermined
option or condition without making a
deliberate selection or choice; (noun)
the pre-set or automatic settings that a
system or program uses when the user
has selected no other options

278. pr____t when she will arrive v. to state beforehand that something will
happen in the future, mainly based on
knowledge or experience

279. the professor of su____y n. medical treatment of injuries or
diseases involving an incision with
instruments and often removing or
replacing some parts of the body; the
branch of medical science that treats
disease or injury by operative
procedures

ANSWERS: 274. innovation, 275. gravity, 276. achieve, 277. default, 278. predict,
279. surgery
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280. ov____se of alcohol n. excessive and dangerous ingestion or
application of a drug

281. co_____or office n. a person trained to give advice and help
people deal with personal or emotional
problems

282. learn new co____ts n. an idea or principle associated with
something abstract

283. a bacterial in_____on n. a condition in which pathogenic
microorganisms or viruses have entered
the body

284. travel ha___e n. something inconvenient, annoying, or
troublesome; a difficult or irritating
experience or situation

285. students at all gr__e levels n. a particular level of quality, size,
importance, etc.

286. an_____cs tools n. the systematic computational analysis
of data or statistics; information
resulting from this analysis

287. leather b__t v. to sing loudly and forcefully; to hit
someone or something hard; (noun) a
strip of leather or other material worn to
tie or buckle something around the body

288. antibacterial g_l n. a semi-solid substance, often
transparent or translucent, that is used
in various products from personal care
to food to medicine, and which typically
consists of a gelling agent that thickens
the liquid

289. cast a tra________ion spell n. a complete change in form, nature, or
appearance of someone or something

ANSWERS: 280. overdose, 281. counselor, 282. concept, 283. infection, 284. hassle,
285. grade, 286. analytics, 287. belt, 288. gel, 289. transformation
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290. burn s__r n. a mark that remains on the skin after a
wound has healed

291. re_____ze talent v. to acknowledge or realize something or
someone; to identify, remember, or
become aware of something that was
previously known or encountered

292. li____me ban from the sport n. the duration of someone's life or
something's existence;

293. cl____al surgery adj. of or relating to the examination and
treatment of patients rather than
theoretical or laboratory studies

294. su____ug outbreak n. a strain of bacteria that is resistant to
multiple types of antibiotics, making it
difficult or impossible to treat with
traditional medications

295. s__e back adj. painful or sensitive to the touch;
inflamed or irritated; feeling deep
distress, grief, or regret

296. re____r approval ratings v. to return to a former condition, health,
mind, or strength

297. decision-making pr____s n. a series of actions or operations
performed to achieve a particular
outcome or goal; a systematic
procedure or approach used to
accomplish a specific task or objective;
a method of treating milk to make it
suitable for consumption or use in other
dairy products

298. su____ly attacked by an enemy adv. quickly and unexpectedly

ANSWERS: 290. scar, 291. recognize, 292. lifetime, 293. clinical, 294. superbug, 295.
sore, 296. recover, 297. process, 298. suddenly
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299. ph____cy chain n. a place where medicines are prepared
and dispensed; a drugstore or chemist's

300. the f__k songs of a particular

district

n. people in general, especially those of a
particular group or type

301. participate in cl____al trials adj. of or relating to the examination and
treatment of patients rather than
theoretical or laboratory studies

302. re_____ze achievement v. to acknowledge or realize something or
someone; to identify, remember, or
become aware of something that was
previously known or encountered

303. a light co____il n. a drink, usually an alcoholic one, made
by mixing one or more spirits (= strong
alcoholic drinks) and fruit juice; an
appetizer served as a first course at a
meal

304. al____ic children adj. having or caused by an allergy

305. coo______ed robot system adj. effectively arranged or organized so
that all the parts work smoothly or
systematically together

306. treat the in_____on with antibiotics n. a condition in which pathogenic
microorganisms or viruses have entered
the body

307. my vo_____er work n. a person who performs or offers to
perform a job or service without being
paid for or forced to do

308. sus______le alternative fuel adj. able to continue or be continued for a
long time

ANSWERS: 299. pharmacy, 300. folk, 301. clinical, 302. recognize, 303. cocktail,
304. allergic, 305. coordinated, 306. infection, 307. volunteer, 308. sustainable
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309. ana_____al approach adj. relating to or using analysis (= the
process of breaking down a complex
system or concept into smaller, simpler
parts to understand it better), or able to
analyze

310. co____il of chemicals n. a drink, usually an alcoholic one, made
by mixing one or more spirits (= strong
alcoholic drinks) and fruit juice; an
appetizer served as a first course at a
meal

311. s__n the face of the man v. to examine something hastily, with the
eyes or with a machine, to get
information

312. co____e the value v. to make a mathematical calculation

313. stress pr____n n. a molecule made up of a long chain of
amino acids, which is essential for the
structure and function of the body's
tissues

314. a s__t on his honor n. a particular location or place; a small
round or roundish area, differing in color
or feels from the surface around it

315. ac____e knowledge v. to buy or obtain something such as an
asset, object, knowledge, etc., for
oneself

316. a volunteer nu__e n. a healthcare professional who is trained
to provide care for the sick or injured;
(verb) to try to cure by special care or
treatment of an illness or injury

317. app______nt calendar n. a formal arrangement to meet someone
at a particular time and place, especially
for a reason connected with their work;
the act of putting a person into a job or
position of responsibility

ANSWERS: 309. analytical, 310. cocktail, 311. scan, 312. compute, 313. protein, 314.
spot, 315. acquire, 316. nurse, 317. appointment
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318. com______te his anxieties to the

psychiatrist

v. to share or exchange information with
others by speaking, writing, moving
your body, or using other signals

319. sequencing of the human ge___e n. the complete set or sequence of genes
of a human, animal, plant, or other living
things

320. in____e a lot of paperwork v. to include or affect someone or
something as a necessary part of
something else

321. ana_____al ability adj. relating to or using analysis (= the
process of breaking down a complex
system or concept into smaller, simpler
parts to understand it better), or able to
analyze

322. co____al swimming pool adj. belonging to or used by a group rather
than individuals; for common use

323. cultural le___y n. something that is handed down from an
earlier generation or time, often
something that has had a significant
impact on subsequent generations; a
bequest made by a person in their will,
often money or property

324. boys in the twelfth gr__e n. a particular level of quality, size,
importance, etc.

325. di____e control n. a disorder or illness that affects the
body or mind, often characterized by
specific symptoms or abnormal
functioning of organs or systems

326. eve_____ly become obsolete adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a
lot of struggle, complications, and so on

ANSWERS: 318. communicate, 319. genome, 320. involve, 321. analytical, 322.
communal, 323. legacy, 324. grade, 325. disease, 326. eventually
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327. bl___h stains v. to remove color or stains, whiten, or
sterilize using a solution of chemicals or
other substances, such as bleach

328. field of artificial int______nce n. the ability to learn, comprehend, or
make judgments or conclusions based
on reasons

329. t__r one company n. one of a series of rows or levels
arranged one above the other, typically
used to describe the arrangement of
objects or levels of importance

330. ce_____te his election v. to acknowledge a memorable or good
day or event with a social gathering or
enjoyable activity

331. de____p a strategy v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine
through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater
sophistication or complexity; to
elaborate or add detail to something
that is in the process of being created

332. ex____ge rate v. to give something and receive
something else in return, often with the
implication that the items being traded
are of equal or comparable value;
(noun) the act of giving or taking
something in return for something else;
a place or system where goods or
services can be bought, sold, or traded

333. eve_____ly succeed adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a
lot of struggle, complications, and so on

334. carry a s__r n. a mark that remains on the skin after a
wound has healed

ANSWERS: 327. bleach, 328. intelligence, 329. tier, 330. celebrate, 331. develop,
332. exchange, 333. eventually, 334. scar
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335. a bu__h of trees n. a grouping of several similar things
which are growing or fastened together

336. the av___r of the authority n. (the concept in Hinduism) a god
appearing in human or superhuman or
animal form; a graphical representation
of a user or the user's character or
persona in online games, chat rooms,
etc.

337. unanimously ap____e a resolution v. to think that someone or something is
favorable, acceptable, or appropriate; to
officially accept a plan, request, etc.

338. ma_____me operating system n. a large and powerful computer with a lot
of memory used primarily by large
organizations for critical applications

339. apply mo___r n. a mixture of cement, sand, and water
used for binding building materials
together; a heavy, deep bowl used to
pound or grind substances

340. pro______ion of innocence n. an official announcement or statement

341. aff_____le housing adj. not expensive and able to pay

342. in___t other animal species v. to affect a person, an animal, or a plant
with a disease-causing organism

343. a heavy sc____le n. a list of planned activities, tasks, or
things that must be completed showing
when they are intended to happen or be
done

344. ult_____nd scan n. higher frequency sound than humans
can hear

ANSWERS: 335. bunch, 336. avatar, 337. approve, 338. mainframe, 339. mortar,
340. proclamation, 341. affordable, 342. infect, 343. schedule, 344. ultrasound
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345. ult_____nd meter n. higher frequency sound than humans
can hear

346. w__p for joy v. to cry tears because of sadness, rage,
or pain

347. a cl__h of viewpoints n. a fight or argument between two groups
of people; a loud noise caused by
striking against something

348. mal______on and start moving

unpredictably

v. to fail to operate or work properly; to
break down or stop functioning as
expected or intended; (noun) a failure or
defect in the way a machine, system, or
device is supposed to operate

ANSWERS: 345. ultrasound, 346. weep, 347. clash, 348. malfunction
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. The bricklayer started on the second course of bricks, laying them in fresh
______.

n. a mixture of cement, sand, and water used for binding building materials
together; a heavy, deep bowl used to pound or grind substances

2. In several countries, child _____ is a serious social problem.

n. productive work, especially physical work done for wages; the people who do
manual or physical work in a country or company for wage; (verb) to work hard
or to strive and make an effort to reach a goal

3. She experienced ____________ and had to go to the hospital for tests.

n. a rapid, irregular, or forceful beating of the heart; a sensation of the heart
beating abnormally or irregularly

4. This food contains all the _________ your dog requires.

n. the substances or the process that organisms take into their bodies as food for
their growth and health

5. He should ________ more with his colleagues.

v. to communicate or react with somebody

6. He is a specialist in the ________ of aging.

n. the branch of biology that studies genes, genetic variation, and heredity in
organisms

7. She is a school _________ dedicated to helping students navigate academic
and personal challenges.

n. a person trained to give advice and help people deal with personal or emotional
problems

ANSWERS: 1. mortar, 2. labor, 3. palpitations, 4. nutrition, 5. interact, 6. genetics, 7.
counselor
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8. Hospitals must meet various standards to prevent nosocomial __________.

n. a condition in which pathogenic microorganisms or viruses have entered the
body

9. The golfer recorded an _______ distance.

adj. extremely surprising, especially in a way that you like or admire

10. The ____________ to the new class was informative and engaging.

n. a preliminary explanation or remarks given before the start of a text,
performance, or event; the act of bringing something new into existence or
introducing something to a wider audience or new market

11. Children _______ language at a fantastic rate.

v. to buy or obtain something such as an asset, object, knowledge, etc., for
oneself

12. Her dress was a disturbing _____ of colors.

n. a fight or argument between two groups of people; a loud noise caused by
striking against something

13. After the workout, my muscles were ____ and achy.

adj. painful or sensitive to the touch; inflamed or irritated; feeling deep distress,
grief, or regret

14. She holds a ______ on Tuesday mornings.

n. a building or hospital department where people can go for medical care or
advice, especially of a particular condition

15. Breast ______ is the most common type of cancer in women.

n. abnormal growth of cells that can invade and destroy surrounding tissues and
organs; a disease characterized by the uncontrolled growth and spread of
abnormal cells

ANSWERS: 8. infections, 9. amazing, 10. introduction, 11. acquire, 12. clash, 13.
sore, 14. clinic, 15. cancer
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16. The government should do more to support environmentally ___________
agriculture.

adj. able to continue or be continued for a long time

17. The wall was made of hard ______ that had been used for centuries.

n. a rectangular block of baked clay used as a building material

18. The _______ team worked quickly to save the patient's life.

adj. relating to the treatment of illness or injuries; relating to the practice of medicine

19. Her ________ selection included several pieces from high-end designer brands.

n. a collection or set of clothing, especially for a particular occasion or purpose; a
piece of furniture designed for storing clothes or personal belongings

20. An __________ scan showed that the baby was a girl.

n. higher frequency sound than humans can hear

21. ____________ used to be considered a fatal disease.

n. an infectious disease usually caused by tubercle bacteria that can attack many
parts of a person's body, especially their lungs

22. This remote ____ is rarely visited.

n. a particular location or place; a small round or roundish area, differing in color
or feels from the surface around it

23. Enhanced rail ______________ is crucial for our business.

n. a system for moving people or products from one location to another using
automobiles, roads, and so on

ANSWERS: 16. sustainable, 17. bricks, 18. medical, 19. wardrobe, 20. ultrasound,
21. Tuberculosis, 22. spot, 23. transportation
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24. The doctors said that her recovery was a _______.

n. an act or occurrence that is not explicable by natural or scientific laws and is
therefore believed to be caused by God

25. Many employers hire ________ trainees to train as managers.

n. a person who has a first degree from university or college; (verb) to complete
the first course of university or college and get a degree

26. He __________ the 10th anniversary of his tenure.

v. to acknowledge a memorable or good day or event with a social gathering or
enjoyable activity

27. A small camera is inserted into the abdomen during the ___________ procedure
to visualize the internal organs.

n. a surgical procedure that involves the insertion of a thin, lighted instrument
called a laparoscope through a small incision in the abdomen, allowing doctors
to examine and diagnose internal organs or perform minimally invasive
surgeries

28. She had to _________ through many difficulties to achieve her goal.

v. to cause someone to undergo severe hardship or distress; to afflict; to troubles;
to suffer

29. The restaurant has chefs who __________ in beef.

v. to become an expert in a specific career field, study, or business

30. The manufacturing industry is __________ fierce competition.

n. a person who sees something happen, especially a crime or an accident

31. Departments may set requirements for a higher _____ point average.

n. a particular level of quality, size, importance, etc.

ANSWERS: 24. miracle, 25. graduate, 26. celebrated, 27. laparoscopy, 28. tribulate,
29. specialize, 30. witnessing, 31. grade
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32. This device is used to ________ brain cancer and other tumors.

v. to determine or distinguish the nature of a problem or an illness through a
careful analysis

33. The building was _________ in the fire and had to be rebuilt.

v. to ruin or damage severely or completely; to eradicate or eliminate completely

34. She had a tattoo just above her _____ button.

n. the front part of the body below the chest, containing the stomach and bowels;
the rounded or curved part of an object, such as a ship or aircraft

35. As an ___________ he had the right to make his own decisions and live his life
as he saw fit.

n. a single person or thing, as distinct from a group

36. The corporation __________ dominated the entire tobacco business.

adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a lot of struggle, complications, and so
on

37. She gave money to help set up a ______________ laboratory.

adj. relating to the production and selling of the medical drugs

38. I underwent aversion _______ for my addiction to alcohol.

n. the act of caring for someone through medication, remedial training, etc.

39. Perseverance and optimism are _____ to success.

adj. necessary for the success or continued existence of something

40. Advanced _________ is helping the business to make better data-driven
decisions.

n. the systematic computational analysis of data or statistics; information resulting
from this analysis

ANSWERS: 32. diagnose, 33. destroyed, 34. belly, 35. individual, 36. eventually, 37.
pharmaceutical, 38. therapy, 39. vital, 40. analytics
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41. The company's financial records __________ how successful it has been.

v. to provide pictures, photographs, diagrams, etc. in a book or something for
explanation

42. The infection triggered a high fever and ________ reactions.

adj. having or caused by an allergy

43. I need to ______ this shirt to remove the stains.

v. to remove color or stains, whiten, or sterilize using a solution of chemicals or
other substances, such as bleach

44. The surgeon removed the healthy ______ from the donor.

n. either of a pair of small organs in the body that filter waste products, especially
urea, from the blood and excrete them and water in urine

45. The job offer _______ a lot of responsibility and hard work.

v. to involve or require something as necessary, particularly as a consequence of
a particular situation or action; to impose a burden or restriction on something

46. She received special ________ training at the hospital.

adj. of or relating to the examination and treatment of patients rather than
theoretical or laboratory studies

47. She stood on the podium and _______ an audience.

v. to examine something hastily, with the eyes or with a machine, to get
information

48. Synchronized swimming needs close ____________ between six performers.

n. the act of making all the people involved in a plan or activity work together
effectively; the ability to control different parts of the body effectively

ANSWERS: 41. illustrate, 42. allergic, 43. bleach, 44. kidney, 45. entails, 46. clinical,
47. scanned, 48. coordination
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49. The investigation ________ several government agencies and is expected to
take several months.

v. to include or affect someone or something as a necessary part of something
else

50. A person's cyberspace ______ often represents the appearance and behavior
that the person wants to be.

n. (the concept in Hinduism) a god appearing in human or superhuman or animal
form; a graphical representation of a user or the user's character or persona in
online games, chat rooms, etc.

51. The cost of the antique vase is three _______.

n. a former British gold coin worth 21 shillings or a unit of currency used in some
West African countries; (Guinea) a republic in western Africa on the Atlantic

52. Despite their tragic loss, the family is showing great ______.

n. the part of a person which is the seat of their mind, feelings, and character
rather than their physical body; the general atmosphere of a place or situation
and the effect that it has on people

53. What do you _______ the culprit's motive was?

v. to think that something is likely to be actual or possible

54. We invited some friends for a ________ party.

n. a drink, usually an alcoholic one, made by mixing one or more spirits (= strong
alcoholic drinks) and fruit juice; an appetizer served as a first course at a meal

55. The _______ for applying for a visa can be lengthy and complicated.

n. a series of actions or operations performed to achieve a particular outcome or
goal; a systematic procedure or approach used to accomplish a specific task or
objective; a method of treating milk to make it suitable for consumption or use
in other dairy products

ANSWERS: 49. involves, 50. avatar, 51. guineas, 52. spirit, 53. suppose, 54. cocktail,
55. process
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56. We hit the ground to _____ out the rabbits.

v. to frighten a person or animal, or to become frightened

57. The speaker's speech was full of _____ phrases and platitudes.

adj. lacking originality or freshness; overused, common, or clichéd; lacking in depth
or significance due to being overly familiar or predictable

58. A suspension order from the court is effective ___________.

adv. now or without delay

59. The older man _______ from arthritis and finds it difficult to move around.

v. to experience pain, distress, or hardship; to undergo or endure something
painful or unpleasant

60. The university student was now a __________ having completed their first year
of studies.

n. a student in their second year of college or high school; used more broadly to
refer to someone who is experienced in a particular activity or field

61. The vegetarian burger was an __________ that quickly spread to the United
Kingdom.

n. the creation of a new device or process resulting from study and
experimentation

62. We do move forward with those tasks in ________ next week.

n. a series of related events, actions, numbers, etc., which have a particular order

63. Even the slightest design ____ in an aircraft can lead to a fatal accident.

n. a fault, mistake, or weakness that causes something not to be perfect

ANSWERS: 56. scare, 57. trite, 58. immediately, 59. suffers, 60. sophomore, 61.
innovation, 62. sequence, 63. flaw
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64. The doctor carefully examined the _________ medical history.

n. a person who is receiving medical treatment, care, or attention from a
healthcare professional, such as a doctor, nurse, or therapist; a personal
quality or characteristic

65. If you don't specify a different option, the computer will _______ to its original
settings.

v. to fail to fulfill an obligation or pay a debt when it is due; to fail to meet
expectations or perform as required; to choose or accept a predetermined
option or condition without making a deliberate selection or choice; (noun) the
pre-set or automatic settings that a system or program uses when the user has
selected no other options

66. Animal protection groups call for an end to animal testing in a __________.

n. a workplace for doing scientific research or teaching science; a lab

67. I'm easily moved to tears, so I would ____ in sympathy if I saw that movie.

v. to cry tears because of sadness, rage, or pain

68. She had a master's degree in __________.

n. the scientific study of mind and behavior

69. They have tried to ________ their grocery stores.

v. to change something so drastically that it looks to be completely new

70. I'm so sorry to _______ you when you're pretty busy.

v. to prevent or stop something, especially an event, activity, or process, from
continuing in the usual way by causing a problem or disturbance

71. One such rapidly growing _______ is quantum cryptography.

n. an idea or principle associated with something abstract

ANSWERS: 64. patient's, 65. default, 66. laboratory, 67. weep, 68. psychology, 69.
reinvent, 70. disrupt, 71. concept
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72. I took a ___ dose of pain reliever to ease my headache.

adj. (short for medical) relating to the field of medicine, which is concerned with the
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of diseases and disorders; (short for
medication) a substance or drug that is used to treat a medical condition or
alleviate symptoms

73. Even after the wound has healed, a ____ remains.

n. a mark that remains on the skin after a wound has healed

74. The police officer flashed his _____ to prove his identity.

n. a small emblem or token worn as a symbol of belonging or rank, often used by
law enforcement or military organizations

75. The new ______ device has a faster processor and better graphics than its
predecessor.

n. a small flat electronic device used for browsing the internet, reading, writing, or
playing games; a small, solid pill of medicine

76. They used a special receiver to _______ police radio channels.

v. to observe, check, and track the progress or quality of something over a period
of time

77. We had to reschedule the dentist's ___________.

n. a formal arrangement to meet someone at a particular time and place,
especially for a reason connected with their work; the act of putting a person
into a job or position of responsibility

78. He created a beautiful piece of music using only _____________.

n. the act of making something up on the spot or creating or performing
something without preparation

ANSWERS: 72. med, 73. scar, 74. badge, 75. tablet, 76. monitor, 77. appointment,
78. improvisation
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79. She is still __________ from a shot to her shoulder.

v. to return to a former condition, health, mind, or strength

80. The doctor will _______ a pacemaker to regulate his heart rate.

v. to insert or fix an artificial device in a person's body; to put an idea, attitude,
etc., firmly in the mind

81. She had lived through two world wars in her ________.

n. the duration of someone's life or something's existence;

82. The news of the pandemic was a ___________ reminder of the fragility of
human health.

adj. causing fear or alarm, or very surprising and alarming

83. The band was _______ out old songs in response to audience requests.

v. to sing loudly and forcefully; to hit someone or something hard; (noun) a strip of
leather or other material worn to tie or buckle something around the body

84. The car's engine _____________ on the highway, so we had to call for a tow
truck.

v. to fail to operate or work properly; to break down or stop functioning as
expected or intended; (noun) a failure or defect in the way a machine, system,
or device is supposed to operate

85. Her ______ as a philanthropist will live on for generations to come.

n. something that is handed down from an earlier generation or time, often
something that has had a significant impact on subsequent generations; a
bequest made by a person in their will, often money or property

86. The ___________ of the two groups is good for brainstorming.

n. the act of connecting with someone, mainly when working, playing, or spending
time with them

ANSWERS: 79. recovering, 80. implant, 81. lifetime, 82. frightening, 83. belting, 84.
malfunctioned, 85. legacy, 86. interaction
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87. He postulated a completely different ________ to explain all these phenomena.

n. a standard or typical example of something; a pattern or model

88. IBM has consistently been a significant supplier of __________ for a long time.

n. a large and powerful computer with a lot of memory used primarily by large
organizations for critical applications

89. The customer on the Internet has to choose one from a formidable _____ of
products.

n. a large group or collection of things or people, especially one that is impressive
or attractive

90. The horror movie was so _____ that I couldn't watch it alone.

adj. causing fear or fright; frightening; intimidating

91. He had undergone heart _______ years before.

n. medical treatment of injuries or diseases involving an incision with instruments
and often removing or replacing some parts of the body; the branch of medical
science that treats disease or injury by operative procedures

92. He cannot ______ a holiday.

v. to have enough money or time to be able to buy or do something

93. My boss wouldn't _______ of the plan.

v. to think that someone or something is favorable, acceptable, or appropriate; to
officially accept a plan, request, etc.

94. I will ______ my car before I go on a road trip.

v. to provide coverage in the event of loss or damage

ANSWERS: 87. paradigm, 88. mainframes, 89. array, 90. scary, 91. surgery, 92.
afford, 93. approve, 94. insure
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95. So far, the meeting is going according to ________.

n. a list of planned activities, tasks, or things that must be completed showing
when they are intended to happen or be done

96. How can you ___________ that the earth is a sphere?

v. to display something or give an exhibition to an interested audience

97. Making decisions based on _________ can lead to costly mistakes.

n. the act or process of making an estimate or speculation based on incomplete or
uncertain information; conjecture or supposition

98. You should not _______ them from the community.

v. to physically or socially separate someone or something from other people or
things

99. She was diagnosed with a _____ buildup in her lungs.

n. a substance that can flow and is not solid

100. I need to go to the hospital ________ to pick up my prescription.

n. a place where medicines are prepared and dispensed; a drugstore or chemist's

101. We must _______ a new system to streamline our workflow and increase
efficiency.

v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater sophistication or complexity; to elaborate
or add detail to something that is in the process of being created

102. The human ______ contains approximately three billion chemical base pairs.

n. the complete set or sequence of genes of a human, animal, plant, or other
living things

ANSWERS: 95. schedule, 96. demonstrate, 97. guesswork, 98. isolate, 99. fluid, 100.
pharmacy, 101. develop, 102. genome
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103. She bruised her _____ after falling off her bike.

n. the joint between the upper arm and the lower arm; the bend in a pipe or tube
formed at this joint

104. The vaccination does not necessarily make you completely ______.

adj. protected against a particular disease or toxin due to the presence of specific
antibodies or sensitized white blood cells

105. Federal bankruptcy laws __________ the reorganization process.

v. (of a doctor) to advise and order the use of particular medicine or treatment for
someone, especially in writing; to issue commands or orders for something

106. His ___________ showed highly positive results.

n. the scientific test conducted to observe what happens and gain new knowledge

107. The dog's ________ led to the destruction of the living room furniture.

n. playful, minor actions or behavior intended to cause harm, trouble, or
annoyance; mischievous behavior that is not intended to cause harm or
damage

108. I don't ________ take a vacation in the middle of summer.

adv. usually; under normal conditions

109. He performed _____ tricks with sophisticated moves.

n. beliefs and actions employed to influence supernatural beings and forces; any
art or performance that invokes supernatural powers

110. I will work hard to _______ my goals and realize my dreams.

v. to successfully complete a task or goal, often through hard work, perseverance,
and dedication; to attain or accomplish something that one has set out to do

ANSWERS: 103. elbow, 104. immune, 105. prescribed, 106. experiments, 107.
mischief, 108. normally, 109. magic, 110. achieve
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111. The systems we have developed has accepted as industry _____.

n. something that is regarded as usual, typical, or standard

112. Dolphins use sound to ___________ with each other.

v. to share or exchange information with others by speaking, writing, moving your
body, or using other signals

113. The company operates on a three-____ pricing structure.

n. one of a series of rows or levels arranged one above the other, typically used to
describe the arrangement of objects or levels of importance

114. ________ elections were held in several European countries.

adj. belonging to or used by a group rather than individuals; for common use

115. There is a clear association between _______ consumption and cognitive
decline.

n. a clear liquid that can make people drunk and is used in medicines, cleaning
products, etc.

116. The phone rang at the most _________ time.

adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

117. One bad apple spoils the whole _____.

n. a grouping of several similar things which are growing or fastened together

118. Understanding unitary _______________ of a normal matrix require
considerable mathematical sophistication.

n. a complete change in form, nature, or appearance of someone or something

ANSWERS: 111. norms, 112. communicate, 113. tier, 114. Communal, 115. alcohol,
116. opportune, 117. bunch, 118. transformations
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119. The teachers make full use of _________ assistance.

n. a person who performs or offers to perform a job or service without being paid
for or forced to do

120. She was a _________ student of a prestigious university.

adj. having received a degree from a school, college, or university; marked with or
divided into levels or degrees

121. The hospital is battling a ________ that is resistant to antibiotics.

n. a strain of bacteria that is resistant to multiple types of antibiotics, making it
difficult or impossible to treat with traditional medications

122. Driving is difficult for me because of my poor ______.

n. the ability to think about or see the future with imagination and intelligence; the
faculty of being able to see

123. Necessity is the mother of _________.

n. the creation of a new device or process resulting from study and
experimentation; the act of inventing

124. In terms of _____________ he was head and shoulders above his classmates.

n. the ability to learn, comprehend, or make judgments or conclusions based on
reasons

125. The _____________ movements of the robot made it difficult to complete the
task.

adj. lacking coordination or control; awkward or clumsy

126. She heard a ______ nearly invisible scream.

adj. not strong, clear, or vigorous; slight or weak

ANSWERS: 119. volunteer, 120. graduated, 121. superbug, 122. vision, 123.
invention, 124. intelligence, 125. uncoordinated, 126. faint,
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127. He is familiar with _________ and biology.

n. the branch of the natural sciences dealing with the composition of substances
and their properties and reactions

128. I always carry a backup ______ in case my phone runs out of battery.

n. a piece of equipment, tool, or technology that serves a particular purpose or
function, often mechanical or electronic

129. The king made a ____________ declaring war on the neighboring country.

n. an official announcement or statement

130. I must use hair ___ to style my hair for the job interview.

n. a semi-solid substance, often transparent or translucent, that is used in various
products from personal care to food to medicine, and which typically consists of
a gelling agent that thickens the liquid

131. He does not ______ importance to these rumors.

v. to fasten, join, or connect one thing to another

132. This bronze sword is a _____ of ancient times.

n. an object from a previous era, especially one of historical value

133. Some seaweed was used as ____ medicine in ancient times.

n. people in general, especially those of a particular group or type

134. All those ________ will receive a substantial amount of money.

adj. having the required qualities or satisfying the necessary criteria

135. This task is going to take me till ________.

n. the last day of the world when Christians believe that God will judge everyone;
an unpleasant or disastrous event

ANSWERS: 127. chemistry, 128. device, 129. proclamation, 130. gel, 131. attach,
132. relic, 133. folk, 134. eligible, 135. doomsday
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136. After the airing of the TV commercial, many people accessed the website, and
the ______ went down.

n. a computer program or a device from which other computers get information; a
person who serves food in a restaurant

137. Children often ______ parents with this head cold.

v. to affect a person, an animal, or a plant with a disease-causing organism

138. The doctor performed an excisional breast ______.

n. the process of removing and examining tissue from the body of the sick person
to determine the existence or cause of a disease

139. The automaker has been providing __________ car financing options since last
year.

adj. not expensive and able to pay

140. I tried to _______ the efficiency of the investment.

v. to make a mathematical calculation

141. Who answers ________ knows little.

adv. quickly and unexpectedly

142. My sister and I frequently ________ books, as we love reading.

v. to give something and receive something else in return, often with the
implication that the items being traded are of equal or comparable value; (noun)
the act of giving or taking something in return for something else; a place or
system where goods or services can be bought, sold, or traded

143. The weightlifter used his strong _______ muscles to lift the heavy barbell.

n. the part of the body between the chest and pelvis that contains the stomach,
intestines, liver, pancreas, and other organs; the posterior part of an insect's
body, typically divided into segments

ANSWERS: 136. server, 137. infect, 138. biopsy, 139. affordable, 140. compute, 141.
suddenly, 142. exchange, 143. abdomen
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144. It's notoriously challenging to _______ birth rates.

v. to state beforehand that something will happen in the future, mainly based on
knowledge or experience

145. Some __________ believe that psychological characteristics alone may cause
mental disorders.

n. a practitioner, especially of medicine or psychology, who has direct contact with
patients

146. The astronaut felt weightless in space due to the absence of _______.

n. the force that attracts a body towards the center of the earth or towards any
other physical body having mass; a manner that is solemn

147. He has been prescribed an __________ to treat his infection.

n. a substance or drug that kills or slows down the growth of bacteria

148. He tried to __________ the seedling into a larger pot.

v. to move or transfer something from one place or person to another; to take
living tissue or an organ from one person, animal, part of the body, etc. and put
it into or onto another

149. This space is a private office ______ to the President

adj. connected with religion or religious purposes; worthy of respect or dedication
because of a connection with a god

150. He adopted a _________________ research approach to unravel complex
phenomena.

adj. integrating or involving various academic fields or different skills in a topic or
problem-solving approach

ANSWERS: 144. predict, 145. clinicians, 146. gravity, 147. antibiotic, 148. transplant,
149. sacred, 150. multidisciplinary
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151. They _________ the cargo from the ship to the dock.

v. to transfer the responsibility or burden of something or someone to another
person or group; to unload or discharge goods or cargo from a vehicle or ship

152. He is proud of the _________ of the business.

n. the property of being long-lived; significant duration of service

153. He is __________ and can break down complex problems into manageable
parts.

adj. relating to or using analysis (= the process of breaking down a complex system
or concept into smaller, simpler parts to understand it better), or able to analyze

154. Internet traffic volumes have increased significantly with the advent of
___________.

n. a mobile phone that functions as a computer and connects to the Internet

155. It's important to _________ your strengths and weaknesses.

v. to acknowledge or realize something or someone; to identify, remember, or
become aware of something that was previously known or encountered

156. The company specializes in both hardware and ________.

n. a set of computer programs and associated documentation and data for doing
particular computational jobs

157. The doctor diagnosed him with a rare _______ that had no known cure.

n. a disorder or illness that affects the body or mind, often characterized by
specific symptoms or abnormal functioning of organs or systems

158. His thinking is __________ in the country's culture.

n. the ideas, opinions, beliefs, etc., that are considered normal or accepted by
most people

ANSWERS: 151. offloaded, 152. longevity, 153. analytical, 154. smartphones, 155.
recognize, 156. software, 157. disease, 158. mainstream
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159. The hiker ________ their dog to a tree while they camped for the night.

v. to tie or secure an animal, person, or object with a rope, chain, or other similar
devices to prevent it from moving too far away; (noun) a rope or chain used to
tie up or restrain an animal, such as a horse or dog

160. The night shift _____ checked my vital signs before administering the
medication.

n. a healthcare professional who is trained to provide care for the sick or injured;
(verb) to try to cure by special care or treatment of an illness or injury

161. It would help if you refrained from an ________ of caffeine.

n. excessive and dangerous ingestion or application of a drug

162. This pie _____ represents our market share.

n. a visual display of information such as a diagram, lists of figures, etc.; a map
designed to assist navigation by air or sea

163. Shall we ____ a bite to eat?

v. to take hold of something or someone suddenly with a hand, especially in a
violent way

164. He suffers from _______ breakdowns.

adj. worried and anxious about something; relating to the nerves

165. The body needs a certain amount of _______ to build and repair tissues.

n. a molecule made up of a long chain of amino acids, which is essential for the
structure and function of the body's tissues

166. Buying a new car involves a lot of _______ negotiating prices, and trying to get a
good deal.

n. something inconvenient, annoying, or troublesome; a difficult or irritating
experience or situation

ANSWERS: 159. tethered, 160. nurse, 161. overdose, 162. chart, 163. grab, 164.
nervous, 165. protein, 166. hassle,
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167. The _________ properties of this herb have been known to help with various
ailments.

adj. of or relating to the treatment or cure of disease

168. It is easy to ___________ a new job or opportunity, but it is important to remain
objective and realistic about the challenges that come with it

v. to make something seem more attractive or appealing than it is, especially by
exaggerating or idealizing its qualities; to view or present something in a
romantic or sentimental way

169. The essence of economics is to ________ the allocation of limited resources.

v. to make the best or most effective use of something

170. His body rejected the liver of the _____.

n. a person or an organization that makes a gift of money, food, supplies, etc. to a
cause or fund; in medicine, a person who gives blood or tissue or an organ to
be used in another person

171. Our company _______ to the school endowment fund every year.

v. to give money, food, clothes, etc. to help a person or organization

172. She devoted her life to ___________ looking after her aging parents.

n. the act of providing care and support for someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly

173. He was the leader of the demonstrators and spoke out against the war in the
front ___.

n. an arrangement of objects or people side by side in a line; (verb) to propel a
boat through the water using oars

174. For greater efficiency, our efforts must be better ___________.

adj. effectively arranged or organized so that all the parts work smoothly or
systematically together

ANSWERS: 167. medicinal, 168. romanticize, 169. optimize, 170. donor, 171.
donates, 172. caregiving, 173. row, 174. coordinated
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ANSWERS: 
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